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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The following report is to provide the Christchurch Engine Centre (CHCEC) with recommendations for overall 
engine shop visit (ESV) price reduction to the customer whilst increasing CHCEC return for the IAE 2500 aero 
engine.  
 The CHCEC was founded in April 2001 by a partnership between Air New Zealand and Pratt & Whitney the 
major shareholder. CHCEC provides maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO) services for commercial jet 
engines including the Rolls Royce Dart, Pratt and Whitney JT8D and the IAE V2500.  
 The CHCEC is being driven to ESV prices to satisfy customer demand and offer competitive prices relative 
to their competition. The reduction in ESV price is reducing profit margins and internal cost reduction is 
not a sustainable solution to counter this.  
 From an analysis of the MRO Industry four areas of opportunities were identified for further investigation 
into how CHCEC can solve the ESV price reduction problem forming the project scope. 
Project Scope 
The project involved reviewing and analyzing historical engine shop visit data in the following areas: 
 New Tech Data: Opportunities for the creation of new Approved Technical Data (ATD) to permit the 
recovery of parts through repair or acceptance of part distress “as-is” (Aftermarket repairs). 
 Internal Piece Part Repair: Opportunities to develop needed OEM repairs including source approved 
repairs, to expand CHCEC’s current internal piece part repair capability. 
 External Vendors: Identify repair work carried out by external vendors that could be brought in house to 
do more cost effectively and reduce turn around time (TAT) delinquency. 
 Scrapped Material: Opportunities to overhaul scrapped material with the new third party repair 
capabilities to be developed at CHCEC. 
From the results of the investigation a business and implementation plan was created for CHCEC to permit the 
reduction in overall ESV price that can be offered to customers whilst maintaining the CHCEC return. 
Historical Repair Data Analysis 
The research methodology for each of the investigated areas involved a similar process of:  
 Identifying the data needed dependent on the area of investigation,  
 Retrieving the data from various sources including CHCEC databases and staff,  
 Processing and analyzing the data with outputs that can be used to meet the objective, 
 Drawing conclusions from the analysis and producing recommendations to feed into an implementation 
plan. 
Overall Conclusions 
Third Party repairs could be used to attract customers and secure more ESV’s for CHCEC by: 
 Increasing customer satisfaction through repairing parts that would have been scrapped as the customer 
saves money from not having to buy new parts. 
o Decreases ESV cost for customers and meeting the project objective. 
 More ESV’s increases the demand for the internal piece part repairs and external repairs (ER) to bring in 
house making their business cases more favorable. 
 Opens opportunities for repairing RFS material and selling overhauled parts. 
 Compete with MTU in the aftermarket sector and increase market share. 
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It is desirable to bring ER’s in house as CHCEC would receive the following benefits: 
 Savings in shipping costs and gain repair margin. 
 Reduction in TAT delinquency problems including lowering the risk of overall ESV TAT overrun and/or 
reducing costs associated with part exchange for new. 
 Control over repair processes and work scope to avoid extra work being done to minimize ESV cost. 
The alternatives to bringing the repairs in house should also be considered: 
 Continuing to use the external vendor as they may have economies of scale making it difficult for CHCEC 
to do as cheap. Also the vendor may be able offer rebates for having a large number of repairs done with 
them. 
 Working with repair units in the Pratt and Whitney unit to develop the repair capabilities that CHCEC 
require. 
Consideration of RFS material can take place after any third party repairs are implemented because the third party 
analysis is based on RFS rates for each part. Therefore the repairs that will have the highest application rate on the 
scrap material are already taken into account. 
For all investigated areas some of the data used contains estimates from professional opinions and sometimes 
incomplete or not fully up to date data bases. Therefore the financial data should not be interpreted as exact but 
viewed to give an indication if the opportunity should be further investigated. 
When introducing repairs the staff workload should be considered so that regular work is not comprised and there 
is business continuity. The proposed CHCEC facility consolidation scheduled for 2013/2014 may be a good 
opportunity for the introduction of a protective environment furnace and/or bearing seal/seat cells so floor space 
can be allocated and placed in a position for efficient work flow. 
Overall Recommendations 
The following factors should be considered when choosing third party repairs to introduce: 
 Development of third party repairs that have high customer savings so it is less likely they will be made 
redundant by the IAE ‘V2500 Shops’. 
 The third party repairs with high customer savings are good for winning engines and then CHCEC can get 
the repair EBIT from doing all the repairs. 
 Repairs not done in the network (or by anyone) so CHCEC can be the source and have high demand for 
the repair. 
 What repairs are suited for specific customers e.g. DELTA Airlines.  
 Consider the recommended group C third party repairs first which take into account the above factors. 
The initial business cases for buying an inert gas protective environment furnace and bringing in repair capability 
for the bearing seal/seat repairs is promising. The next steps would be to do a more detailed assessment adding in 
more costs and replacing estimates with quotes where possible. 
To improve the accuracy of the data the assumptions as given for each section should be worked through and 
eliminated where possible and replaced with fact. This will not always be possible and in these cases more sources 
for the estimate should be found to improve the accuracy of the data. The data should also be kept up to date to 
keep the projections accurate; these values have been identified in their respective sections. 
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A high level perspective should be used to look across different part families and repair types to see their 
relationships and different contributions. Focusing on individual repairs will result in CHCEC missing out on 
opportunities to bring in the more expensive and higher return repair capabilities. This approach should continue 
on from this project and be used with the continued analysis of the external repair data. 
In summary the project objective can be met and it is recommended that the following actions be taken: 
 CHCEC can reduce the contracted NTE price for ESV’s through the recommended third party repairs (table 
8 section 9.2 Appendices) which increases the savings to the customer and should allow CHCEC to capture 
more engines from customers such as DELTA Airlines.  
 Piece part repairs are an effective solution to maintain or increase CHCEC EBIT which will be utilized more 
if the third party repairs can win CHCEC additional ESV’s. 
 See section 6 for ‘Next Steps’ and the implementation plan based on the recommendations given.  
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1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
1.1 PURPOSE 
The purpose of this MEM project with the Christchurch Engine Centre (CHCEC) is to allow the reduction in Engine 
Shop Visit price for customers while maintaining or increasing returns through introducing new repair capabilities. 
The project will focus on repairs for the IAE V2500 commercial jet engine as it is a growing revenue stream that 
provides the most work for the CHCEC. 
1.2 CHRISTCHURCH ENGINE CENTRE 
The CHCEC provides maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO) services for commercial jet engines including the 
Rolls Royce Dart, Pratt and Whitney JT8D and the IAE V2500.  
The CHCEC was founded in April 2001 when the engine overhaul company at Christchurch International Airport 
was sold to the Pratt & Whitney (P&W) Air New Zealand (ANZ) Services partnership, a joint venture between P&W 
(51%) and ANZ Limited (49%). Partner ANZ is New Zealand’s national airline and flies to, from and within New 
Zealand, directly serving 53 cities in 16 countries, including 27 destinations within New Zealand.  
Pratt & Whitney is a world leader in the design, manufacture and service of aircraft engines, industrial gas turbines 
and space propulsion systems. P&W is a U.S. based company and was founded in 1925 in Hartford, Connecticut 
where it is still today. The P&W maintenance repair and overhaul (MRO) network has over 50 locations worldwide 
with major engine centers in Singapore, China, Turkey, North America and CHCEC in New Zealand. Nearly half of all 
P&W engine centres and part repair operations are joint ventures with major airlines. 
1.3 PROJECT NEED 
The CHCEC is being driven to reduce ESV prices to satisfy customer demand and offer competitive prices relative to 
their competition. The reduction in ESV price is reducing profit margins and internal cost reduction is not a 
sustainable solution.  
1.3.1 MRO INDUSTRY 
The following section describes the MRO market that CHCEC operates in to outline the drivers of this issue. 
1.3.1.1 CUSTOMERS 
The customers of CHCEC include but are not limited to Air New Zealand, Jet Star, Tiger Airways and DELTA Airlines 
who are one of their main customers. DELTA as a large operator have lots of buying power and are able to demand 
lower ESV prices making them a major driver for this project. They are a very cost sensitive customer and prefer to 
use third party repairs where possible to avoid scrapping parts. CHCEC currently has a limited third party repair 
library resulting in these aftermarket repairs going to external vendors reducing repair profits. The TAT time of 
these external repairs can also delay the engine shipping out on time. 
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1.3.1.2 COMPETITORS 
The main competitors with CHCEC in the V2500 MRO market are members of the IAE, consisting of Rolls Royce, IHI 
and MTU engine centres (figure 1). Typically engine centres have the majority of their customer base in the region 
of their engine centres location, making competition tough for the Asia market which is intensifying as the MRO 
work for China operators grows. CHCEC has a strong foothold in the Asia-Pacific region but due to New Zealand 
being isolated is at a disadvantage to get work in far away regions such as Europe.  
CHCEC is competing with all the engine centres for the IAE FHA engine MRO work and is looking to enter the 
aftermarket and take market share from MTU who are leaders in third party repair offerings. When CHCEC does 
not have the capability to do the repairs in house the parts are sent to external vendors who maybe one of the 
competing engine centres. 
 
FIGURE 1 MRO COMPETITION FOR THE IAE V2500 
1.3.1.3 AFTERMARKET REPAIRS EXPLAINED 
Aftermarket repairs are attractive to customers as they allow parts to be repaired where the manufacturer’s 
repairs cannot through new repair methods or greater allowable repair limits. This decreases the number of parts 
that have to be scrapped, saving the customer money as they are paying for repair costs which are usually far 
lower than the new part price. Aftermarket repairs are also known as DER repairs or aftermarket repairs. 
1.3.1.4 ENGINE LIFE CYCLE 
Engine centres in the MRO industry are subject to the product lifecycles of the aero engines they repair and 
operator’s maintenance plans. The aero engines life cycle can be divided into three main stages: the financial, 
management and trading phases (figure 2).   
Rolls Royce 
•Location: Scotland 
•Main Customer Region:  Europe 
•IAE FHA Engine MRO Work 
IHI 
•Location: Japan 
•Main Customer Region:  Asia 
•IAE FHA Engine MRO Work 
MTU 
•Location:  Germany and China 
•Main Customer Region:  Europe and  Asia 
•IAE FHA Engine MRO Work 
•Aftermarket Repair Services 
CHC 
•Location: New Zealand 
•Main Customer Region:  Asia and Oceania 
•IAE FHA Engine MRO Work 
•Entering Aftermarket 
MRO Competition 
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 CHCEC is a leader in IAE FHA MRO work with the highest KPI’s securing them a large share of engines in 
the financial phase on IAE FHA agreements. 
 CHCEC has limited third party repairs to capture the engines moving into the management phase. 
 CHCEC does not have a large used material inventory which could be used as another revenue stream by 
selling overhauled parts. 
 
FIGURE 2 AERO ENGINE LIFECYCLE 
1.3.2 MRO TRENDS 
The following is a summary of the major trends in the MRO Industry highlighting opportunities for CHCEC or 
drivers adding to the pressure for CHCEC to reduce ESV NTE prices. 
1.3.2.1 POSITIVE TRENDS 
 V2500 sales are increasing and orders backlogged for near future. 
 Airbus A320 sales are increasing driving V2500 sales for the near and long term future. Along with the 
Airbus sales, IAE may lock in customers with exclusive maintenance contracts guaranteeing work for 
CHCEC. 
 Air traffic increasing around the world and Asia becoming the world leader in Air Traffic will increase the 
number of engines available in the Asia-Pacific region. However competition is increasing between engine 
centres bidding for this new work. 
 With more engines in service there will be more engines with OEM warranties/FHAs expiring creating 
more opportunities for CHCEC to capture new customers. This is also linked to more engines available for 
use with third party repairs growing the aftermarket sector. 
  
Financial Phase 
•Engine Under OEM Maintenance Plan 
•IAE FHA MRO Work. 
•First Scheduled ESV After 7 Years of 
Age. 
Management Phase 
•12-15 Years of Age. 
•OEM Warranties and FHA 
Agreements Begin to Expire. 
•Operators have Options for PMA 
Parts and Third Party Repairs. 
Trading Phase 
•20+ Years of Age. 
•Engine BER - Broken Down for Spare 
Parts. 
•RFS material  and use parts/engines 
come onto market. 
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1.3.2.2 NEGATIVE TRENDS 
 Competitors are capturing large market shares in emerging countries like China, for example MTU 
opening an engine centre in ZhuHai China and recently doubling its capacity. 
 Engine part modifications and new models for the V2500 are increasing on wing time and periods 
between shop visits. 
 The Boeing 737, competitor of the Airbus A320 also has a forecasted increase in sales to almost match 
Airbus. There is the risk that with more Boeing sales less V2500 engines will be sold and therefore less 
repair work for CHCEC as the 737 does not use V2500 engines. 
 
In summary CHCEC can expect to face increased competition in the Asia-Pacific region and growing pressure to 
lower ESV NTE prices to outbid competitors for engines even though there are a growing number of engines on the 
market. 
 
1.3.3 MRO MARKET OPPORTUNITIES 
We have seen that CHCEC face pressure from both customers and competitors to lower ESV NTE prices which are 
reducing CHCEC returns. This is an unsustainable method as internal cost reduction can only be lowered so far to 
counter the reduced profits. 
From analyzing the MRO Industry we see the following opportunities are available for further investigation into 
how CHCEC can solve the price reduction issue. 
 Develop needed third party repairs and OEM repairs to increase customer savings through saving parts 
and allow a reduction in NTE price. 
 Bring selected repairs done by external vendors in house to reduce customer and CHCEC costs. 
 Identify opportunities to overhaul RFS material with new repair capabilities and sell as used parts.  
These opportunities have been formed into areas of investigation to form the scope of the project as described in 
the following ‘Project Overview’ section. 
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2 PROJECT OVERVIEW 
The following section outlines the direction chosen for the project and the opportunities to capture and why. 
2.1 OBJECTIVE 
To create a business and implementation plan for CHCEC so ESV prices for customers can be lowered whilst 
maintaining or increasing the CHCEC return. 
2.2 PROJECT SCOPE  
Review and analyze historical engine shop visit data to identify major cost drivers and opportunities for overall 
Shop Visit cost reduction. The areas under investigation include: 
 New Tech Data: Opportunities for the creation of new Approved Technical Data (ATD) to permit the 
recovery of parts through repair or acceptance of part distress “as-is” (Aftermarket repairs). 
 Internal Piece Part Repair: Opportunities to develop needed OEM or source approved repairs to expand 
CHCEC’s current internal piece part repair capability. 
 External Vendors: Identify repair work carried out by external vendors that could be brought in house to 
do more cost effectively and reduce TAT delinquency. 
 Scrapped Material: Opportunities to overhaul scrapped material with the new third party repair 
capabilities to be developed at CHCEC. 
From the results of the investigation create a business and implementation plan for CHC to permit the reduction in 
overall ESV price that can be offered to customers whilst maintaining the CHC return. 
2.3 MY INVOLVEMENT IN THE PROJECT 
I gathered data from CHCEC databases, staff and other sources to process and from the results produce 
recommendations for the areas described in the scope above. I had to manage the tasks so that the deliverables 
would be completed on time and the CHCEC and MEM requirements met. My work is further outlined in section 3 
Historical Repair Data Analysis for each of the Methodology sub-sections. 
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3 HISTORICAL REPAIR DATA ANALYSIS 
This section covers the four areas investigated from the project scope describing the methodology used, results, 
analysis, risk assessment, conclusions and recommendations for each. 
3.1 AFTERMARKET REPAIR OPPORTUNITIES 
Opportunities for the creation of new Approved Technical Data (ATD) to permit the recovery of parts through 
repair or acceptance of part distress “as-is” (Aftermarket Repairs). 
3.1.1 METHODOLOGY 
A summary of the research method and steps taken to produce the conclusions and recommendations is shown 
below in figure 3. The assumptions developed to carry out the work are given in the next sub-section 3.1.1.1 
Assumptions. 
 
FIGURE 3 AFTERMARKET REPAIR OPPORTUNITIES METHODOLOGY 
Gather Data 
•Work with the process engineers to identify repair 
opportunities from looking for parts that CHCEC has not 
been able to repair. 
•Add repair process information based on distress modes 
and capabilities needed. 
•Use historical ESV data from SAP and EVM databases  to 
find  part scrap rates. 
Process Data 
•Create  and assign new tech data creation compleixty 
information to the repairs. 
•Calculate repair value based on similar repair processes. 
•Calculate customer savings and EBIT taking into account 
scrap rates, mods and projected engine visits. 
•Analyze repairs based on customer savings, EBIT and  
creation complexity. 
Recommendations 
•Identify assumptions that need to be tested or removed. 
•Higlight risks that need immediate attention and/or action 
now. 
•Recommend actions from analysis to achieve objective. 
•Put recommendations into the implementation plan. 
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3.1.1.1 ASSUMPTIONS 
 The cost is only for the creation of new tech data and does not include anything else such as tooling and 
materials. This cost cannot be fully calculated until the repair process is finalized. 
 The accuracy of the projections for customer savings and EBIT is dependent on the accuracy of the ‘RFS%’ 
value, ‘Repair % of CLP’ value and estimate of having 9 engines to use the repairs on a year.  
o The RFS% value for each part was based on Oct 2011 to Oct 2012 data and is assumed to be the 
same for projection calculations.  
o The ‘Repair % of CLP’ value was calculated from past financial data when available otherwise it 
was assumed to be 5%. 
o Assuming 9 engines available for use with DER repairs out of 60 (15%) for future years where 6+ 
will be DELTA. 
 EBIT is assumed to be 60% of the ‘Repair Value’ which uses ‘RFS%’ and ‘Repair % of CLP’ values based on 
the CFT financial analyst’s information. 
 For repairs CHCEC has chosen to develop, there will be staff and resources available to aid GSE in the 
development of the new tech data. This will not be true if many repairs are developed and introduced at 
once and/or the workload is not spread across the staff evenly. 
 The new tech data created will result in an effective repair that will get approval by a DER. 
 The complexity of the new tech data to create is based on estimates of certain factors such as complexity 
of the repair and substantiation data for that particular repair method. GSE will be able to give CHCEC a 
more accurate estimate of the tech data development time and cost once it has done an evaluation of the 
proposed repair. 
 The cost and time to develop the new tech data is assumed to be higher and longer than the JT8D based 
on the initial quotes received from GSE. 
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3.1.2 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
The following table summarizes the financial projections of CHCEC introducing selected groups of third party 
repairs as described in the ‘Repair Group’ column in table 1.  
TABLE 1 BREAKDOWN OF DER REPAIR FINANCIAL DATA 
 




*Commercially sensitive information has been replaced with percentages and the payback time removed. 
KEY for Table 1 
Repair Group 
A: All DER repairs  
B: All low and medium complexity repairs  
C: Low and medium complexity repairs only with $5k or more savings to customer  
D: All high complexity repairs  
E: High complexity repairs only with $5k or more savings to customer  
C and E: Repairs only with $5k or more savings to customer 
  
  Financials 
Repair Group 
Total Customer 
Savings per Year* 
Total EBIT 
per Year* 
Total New Tech 
Data Creation Cost* 
Number of 
Repairs 
A 100% 100% 100% 82 
B 37% 62% 45% 52 
C 35% 61% 15% 18 
D 63% 38% 55% 30 
E 63% 38% 25% 14 
C and E 98% 99% 40% 32 
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FIGURE 4 DER REPAIR FINANCIALS BROKEN DOWN BY NEW TECH DATA CREATION COMPLEXITY 
Graphing the data from table 1 as shown in figure 4, we see that when comparing the different groups that the 
major difference is in the new tech data creation cost. More specifically we find the following: 
 
FIGURE 5 COMPARISON OF SELECTED LOW AND MEDIUM COMPLEXITY REPAIRS WITH ALL LOW AND MEDIUM COMPLEXITY REPAIRS 
 Repair Group B compared to C, similar customer savings and EBIT but B has triple the cost and implements 52 






% of Total 
Available 
Customer 
Savings per Year 
% of Total 
Available EBIT 
per Year 




Comparison of Repair Group B and C 
B: All low and medium 
complexity repairs (52 repairs) 
C: Low and medium complexity 
repairs only with $5k or more 













Savings per Year 
Total EBIT per 
Year 






DER Repair Financials 
A: All DER repairs 
C and E: Repairs only with $5k or 
more savings to customer 
B: All low and medium 
complexity repairs 
C: Low and medium complexity 
repairs only with $5k or more 
savings to customer 
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FIGURE 6 COMPARISON OF SELECTED HIGH COMPLEXITY REPAIRS AND ALL HIGH COMPLEXITY REPAIRS 
 Repair Group D compared to E, they have the same customer savings and EBIT but D has more than double 




FIGURE 7 COMPARISON OF THE SELECTED LOW AND MEDIUM COMPLEXITY REPAIRS WITH THE SELECTED HIGH COMPLEXITY REPAIRS 
 Repair Group C compared to E generates more EBIT, less customer savings, but costs less. They implement a 











% of Total 
Available EBIT per 
Year 




Comparison of Repair Group D and E 
D: All high complexity repairs (30 
repairs) 
E: High complexity repairs only 
with $5k or more savings to 






% of Total Available 
Customer Savings per 
Year 
% of Total Available 
EBIT per Year 
% of Total Available 
New Tech Data 
Creation Cost 
Comparison of Repair Group C and E 
C: Low and medium complexity 
repairs only with $5k or more 
savings to customer (18 repairs) 
E: High complexity repairs only 
with $5k or more savings to 
customer (14 repairs) 
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FIGURE 8 COMPARISON OF FINANCIALS FOR ALL DER REPAIRS WITH SELECTED DER REPAIRS 
 Repair Groups C and E combined compared to A (all DER repairs), is only 40% of the cost and can get almost all 
of the available customer savings and EBIT while only implementing 32 of the 82 repairs (figure 8). 
3.1.2.1 SUMMARY 
The results show that through careful selection of repairs to implement CHCEC can gain the maximum financial 










% of Total 
Available EBIT 
per Year 




Comparison of All and Selected DER Repairs 
A: All DER repairs (82 Repairs) 
C and E: Repairs only with $5k or 
more savings to customer (32 
repairs) 
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3.1.3 RISK ASSESSMENT 
The following section highlights the risks associated with the new tech data opportunities and any assumptions 
made, summarized in table 2. The risks have been categorized as per table 6 Risk Matrix and table 7 Risk 
Categories in section 9.1 Appendices. 
TABLE 2 NEW TECH DATA RISK SUMMARY 
No. Risk Area Risk 
Category 
Impact-Mitigation Plan 
1 IAE ‘V2500 Shops’ if it goes ahead 
has the potential to 
reduce/eliminate the aftermarket 
sector willing to utilise DER repairs. 
High  Develop the third party repairs that have high customer 
savings so it is less likely they will be made obsolete by the 
‘V2500 Shops’. 
2 Utilization of developed repairs is 
less than projected. 
 
Moderate  Review ‘RFS%’ values and make sure they are updated. 
 Review ‘Repair % of CLP’ values and make sure they are 
updated. 
 Review the number of engines expected to be able to use the 
repairs with and update. 
3 New tech data creation issues and 
cost escalation. 
Moderate  Develop ‘simple’ repairs first before committing to higher 
complexity/investment risk repairs so CHCEC can gain a better 
idea of the time, cost and problems associated with new tech 
data creation. 
 Monitor development and stay in regular contact with GSE on 
progress so problems are identified as soon as possible.  
 Choose repairs to develop carefully and consider various 
repair methods available beforehand. Look at competitors. 
4 The repair developed is not 
effective or cannot get DER 
approval. 
Moderate  Begin trials as soon as possible to test repair method. 
 Target ‘simpler’ repairs first and those that competitors have 
capability of. 
5 For repairs CHCEC has chosen to 
develop, there will be staff and 
resources available to aid GSE in 
the development of the new tech 
data and then introduce the repair 
at CHCEC. 
Moderate  Have to balance the number of new repairs assigned to 
CHCEC staff over time so they can give the third party repairs 
enough time while still doing day to day work. 
6 Not considering all the costs of 
introducing the repair and ongoing 
costs to do the repair. 
Moderate  Current analysis has only considered new tech data creation 
cost so a more detailed business case for the repairs needs to 
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3.1.4 CONCLUSIONS  
 Selected repairs can provide CHCEC with the maximum financial benefits available at only a small proportion 
of the new tech data creation cost. 
 The repairs in table 9 section 9.2 Appendices require reviewing to make sure CHCEC has required capabilities 
to carry out the repair process. 
 The business cases for the repairs do not have all the financial information including all the costs and this 
should be noted when reviewing the repairs to implement. 
 The third party repairs are favorable for customers as they help to repair more parts and therefore save them 
money. This saving can be used to enable CHCEC to lower the NTE price for the ESV. 
 The majority of the third party repairs have a low return per year making the business case unfavorable 
because of the long payback period. 
3.1.5 RECOMMENDATIONS 
 Introduce group C repairs before other DER repairs, consisting of 18 low and medium complex repairs with 
$5k plus savings to the customer, as shown in table 8 in section 9.2 Appendices. The alternate repair group 
options either do not give as high ratio of customer savings/EBIT to cost and/or are a higher investment risk as 
the tech data is complex to create. 
 The repairs in table 9 section 9.2 Appendices should be reviewed when considering purchasing a furnace, 
having water jet capability or plating capability as they may contribute to the business case. Also the 
development of the required new technologies should be monitored so when it is ready the repairs can be 
reviewed again. 
 The business cases for the repairs need the following: 
o Testing of assumptions. 
o Updating of data. 
o Addition of costs as repair process is finalized with the development of tech data and trials. 
 When evaluating the business case for the third party repairs it should be viewed from a larger perspective. 
The third party repairs can be used to attract customers with the large savings and secure more work. Once 
CHCEC has the engines the return will be made from doing all the repairs. 
 Third party repairs can be an effective method for CHCEC to increase their competitiveness, allowing 
sustainable reductions in ESV NTE price which will attract more customers and help secure more work from 
DELTA airlines. 
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3.2 OEM REPAIR CAPABILITY EXPANSION 
Opportunities to develop needed OEM or source approved repairs to expand CHCEC’s current internal piece part 
repair capability. 
The following section summarizes table 10 section 9.3 Appendices of the piece part repairs that have already 
begun the repair introduction process at CHCEC. Therefore their business cases have already been made so this 
analysis is to make sure this project covers the different areas of repair introduction that will affect CHCEC meeting 
the objective of ESV price reduction and maintaining return. 
3.2.1 METHODOLOGY 
A summary of the research method and steps taken to produce the conclusions and recommendations is shown 




 The business cases already done for the OEM repairs being introduced are sound. 
  
Gather Data 
•Identify already planned repairs to introduce at CHCEC. 
•Find out the status of the repairs in the introduction process and the actions 
needed for their progression towards being fully implemented. 
Process Data 
•From the aftermarket repair opportunities analysis find crossovers in repair 
processes for similar distress modes. 
Recommendations 
•Identify assumptions that need to be tested or removed. 
•Higlight risks that need immediate attention and/or action now. 
•Recommend actions from analysis to achieve objective. 
•Recommend any actions that need to be taken regarding the introduction 
of aftermarket repairs or OEM repairs affecting each other’s business 
cases. 
•Put recommendations into the implementation plan. 
FIGURE 9 OEM REPAIR CAPABILITY EXPANSION METHODOLGY 
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3.2.2 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
Summary of table 10 section 9.3 Appendices: 
 There is currently no plan to establish full fan blade capability and the fan blade DER repairs are also not 
planned to be developed as the tech data is complex and expensive to create. 
 The OEM FEGV repairs are awaiting approval and the FEGV DER repairs are planned with our proposed 
repair methods being assessed by GSE. 
 The OEM HPC Drum repairs are awaiting source approval. The DER repairs for the HPC 3-8 Drum have 
highly complex tech data to create and are therefore a low priority to develop. 
 Same as above for the HPC rear shaft. 
 The abradable seal repairs for the LPC cases are awaiting R2 approval. The abradable seal DER repair for 
the HPC Rear Static Air Seal Assembly has high complex tech data to create and is low priority to bring in. 
 The following repairs should be reviewed as they may require minimal steps to be taken for CHCEC to 
become fully capable: 
o Key Code: 1.183 – review as capable of process but requires tooling/riveting gear. 
o Key Code: 1.161 – review as only requires fixture and drafting of plans. 
o Key Code: 1.162 – review as only requires fixture and drafting of plans. 
3.2.3 CONCLUSIONS  
 The majority of the repairs are awaiting approval.  
 There is currently no plan to establish full fan blade capability and the fan blade DER repairs are currently 
not planned to be developed as the tech data is complex and expensive to create. 
 The repairs that potentially have a DER repair that addresses a similar distress mode, depending on which 
repair is introduced first may change the business case for the other and require re-evaluating the repair 
before introducing. 
3.2.4 RECOMMENDATIONS 
 Review and keep the business cases up to date because some of repairs have been in the introduction 
process for years and factors such as the need for the repair and other assumption may have changed. 
 The following repairs should be reviewed as they may require minimal steps to be taken for CHCEC to 
become fully capable: 
o Key Code: 1.183, Key Code: 1.161 and Key Code: 1.162. 
 Factors to review with the introduction of repairs that have a similar DER repair: 
o PE’s workloads when introducing new repairs and if both the OEM and DER repairs are to be 
introduced, will the same people will be responsible for repairs on the same part. 
o Any changes in repair demand and utilization that could affect the business case. 
o Having the capability of either repair may reduce the costs and time of introducing the other 
repair due to crossovers.  
o FEGV repairs 1.090 and 1.094 as the DER repair is already being assessed by GSE. 
o The DER repair 1.245 for the HPC Rear Static Air Seal Assembly lining repair should be reviewed 
since CHCEC is getting lining replacement capability. This may make the introduction of the DER 
repair cheaper but due to the repair affecting the KPC of the part the new tech data cost is likely 
to remain high. 
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3.3 EXTERNAL VENDOR REPAIR CAPABILITIES 
Identify repair work carried out by external vendors that could be brought in house to do more cost effectively and 
reduce TAT delinquency. 
3.3.1 METHODOLOGY 
A summary of the research method and steps taken to produce the conclusions and recommendations is shown 
below in figure 10. The assumptions developed to carry out the work are given in the next sub-section 3.3.1.1 
Assumptions. 
FIGURE 10 EXTERNAL VENDOR REPAIR CAPABILITIES METHODOLOGY 
Gather Data 
•Retrieve selected external repair (ER) data from SAP database. 
•Add repair information from recieving docs to the ER data. 
•Check and update where needed the CHCEC repair capability database. 
•Identify CHCEC repair capabilities needed to carry out the ER's from the 
engine manual. 
•Gather cost information to make CHCEC capable of the ER's. 
Process Data 
•Initial filtering of data to remove part requiring specialist repair processes 
that would not be implented here at the engine centre. 
•Analyze the data to find out the frequency of each repair done, on what 
parts and how many parts. 
•Identify repairs that drive ER and the associated repairs done on the same 
part. 
•Link CHC capability needs across different  part families to see the bigger 
picture. 
•Caculate financials based on CHCEC capability needs based on the cost do 
the family of repairs. 
Recommendations 
•Identify assumptions that need to be tested or removed. 
•Higlight risks that need immediate attention and/or action now. 
•Recommend actions from analysis to achieve objective. 
•Put recommendations into the implementation plan. 
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3.3.1.1 ASSUMPTIONS 
 Materials Group Leader drove the initial processing of raw data before adding repair information. 
o Initially filtered out blades, vanes and components and then prioritized remaining ER’s into 3 
categories: 
 Green – first priority repairs to add information to. 
 Orange – second priority repairs to add information to (E.g. Tube, Tube Assemblies, 
Bearing Seal Assemblies, and Liner Segment). 
 Red – third priority repairs to add information to (E.g. DER Repairs). 
 EBIT is assumed to be 60% of the ‘Repair Value’ which uses ‘RFS%’ and ‘Repair % of CLP’ values based on 
the CFT financial analyst’s information. 
 CHCEC will have plating capability through Safe Air after the consolidation. 
 For this initial analysis of the external repairs where direct quotes were not available at the time for 
costing repair introduction for example with tooling, it was assumed that estimates obtained from CHCEC 
staff such as Process Engineers and Production Leaders was accurate enough for this initial investigation. 
 The financial projections assume that the same number of parts will require these repairs in future years. 
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3.3.2 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
The commercially sensitive data has been removed from Table 3 which had the financial results of the external 
repairs. Table 4 summarizes the financial results and status of CHC’s capability and/or the requirements to become 
fully capable. For more detail see Table 11 section 9.4 Appendices. The categories that do not have financial results 
are also commented on in Table 4. 
TABLE 3 SUMMARY OF EXTERNAL REPAIR FINANCIALS 
CHC Capability Needed 














Furnace - Temperature - - - - - 
Protective Environment Furnace - - - - - 
Comat - - - - - 
Tooling and Material - - - - - 
Vacuum Brazing - - - - - 
Hot Squeeze Riveting / PMA parts - - - - - 
Should not be ER - - - - - 
Now Capable - - - - - 
The following are categories created to link different groups together with the same requirements. 
#1,3,4 Bearing Seal/Seat Repairs 
o Chrome Plate 
o Lap Seal Seat 
o Replace Carbon Detail 
o Restore Hard face - - - - - 





o Tooling and Material 
o DER Repairs from 
Moeller - - - - - 
Vacuum Furnace 
o Furnace 
o Vacuum Brazing - - - - - 
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Comment About Repairs CHC Introduction Cost* 
Bringing In 
House 
 CHC repair introduction process already underway. NA 
Chrome Plate 
 Safe Air has Chrome Plating Capability. 




 CHC has required Comats, Repair Scheme out of date. 
 Requires Machining fixture and Plasma spray fixture. 
 Need to review demand as only 2 parts repaired in last year. 
Tooling 
DER Repair  Need repair details to assess external DER repairs. NA 
Driven By 
Other Repair 
 Covered under related family repairs for a different CHC Capability Need. NA 
Furnace - 
Temperature 
 Require high temperature stress relief cycle capability. 
 Demand or repair margin not very high making payback period long. Furnace 
Hot Squeeze 
Riveting And 
PMA Parts For 
Delta 
 Tooling/Hot squeeze riveting: Resistance Welding Machine, Top 
electrode, Bottom electrode. 
 Low demand and low repair margin making a poor business case. Only 
would introduce for DELTA airlines to save their parts. 
Tooling/Hot squeeze 
riveting 
Lap Seal Seat 
 CHC capable, need capability for related repairs. 
 Strong business case with fast payback period when considering family 
of repairs. 
- 
Nickel Plate  Safe Air has Nickel Plating ability. NA 




 Promising business case, improved when combined with other 
categories – see later. 
 Create set of requirements such as minimum oven size/temperature and 
then get quote to run business case again on. 




 Source Demonstrated and no details available in engine manual. 
 Strong business case with fast payback period when considering family 
of repairs. 
- 
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 Source Demonstrated and no details available in engine manual. 
 Strong business case with fast payback period when considering family 
of repairs. 
- 
Review  Requires review by process engineers. NA 
Selected 
Capability 
 Capable but not for A1 P/N's as choose not to. 
Covered under ‘furnace - 
temperature’ 
Should Not Be 
ER 
 CHC was capable so the parts should not have been sent away. 




 Review to find out requirements. NA 
Tooling And 
Material 
 VRS4134 requires tooling and brazing materials. 
 When Alan’s lining repairs are introduced CHC will need minimal setup 
for VRS6322 lining repair. 
 Business cases fall into other categories. 
Furnace  
Brazing tooling  
Lining repair tooling 
Uneconomic 
To Proceed 





 Excessive distortion from welding. 
 Review to see if there is solution or can use alternative repair e.g. if bring 




 Need to consider other parts and repairs to utilize the vacuum furnace 









 CHC repair introduction process already underway. NA 
The following are categories created to link different groups together with the same requirements. 
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*Commercially sensitive information has been removed. 
3.3.2.1 SUMMARY 
 There are easy opportunities to capture including not sending away parts CHCEC are capable of repairing 
in house. 
 These initial findings include some promising business cases for capabilities and repairs to be brought in 
house such as a protective environment furnace and bearing seal/seat repairs. 
 The OEM and DER repairs that are being introduced can be included in some of these ER business cases 






 Combined family of repairs into one business case as they all have to be 
introduced together. 
 #1, 3, 4 Bearing Seal/Seat Repairs. 
o Chrome Plate. 
o Lap Seal Seat. 
o Replace Carbon Detail (source demonstrated). 
o Restore hard face (source demonstrated). 




 Not an external repair, from third party repair analysis. 
 Added to ‘Furnace’ and ‘Vacuum Furnace’ business cases. 
 DER Repair: FEGV, key code 1.087, restoration of surface finish. 
 DER repair from repair group C which are the recommended repairs to 
be brought in house. There are more DER repairs that require a furnace 
but are not likely to be introduced. 
New tech data creation 
Furnace 
 Combination of repairs that require a furnace to help build a stronger 
business case. 
 Looking across different part families the demand for a furnace increases 
making the business case worth further investigation. 
 Furnace. 
o Furnace-temperature. 
o Protective Environment Furnace. 
o Tooling and Material. 
o DER Repairs from Moeller. 




 Combination of repairs that can use a vacuum furnace to help build a 
stronger business case. 
 The vacuum capability would not be utilized by many parts and does not 
have a very good return for the large investment.  
 Vacuum Furnace. 
o Furnace. 
o Vacuum Brazing. 
Sum of the different 
categories costs. 
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3.3.3 RISK ASSESSMENT 
The following section highlights the risks associated with the external repairs opportunities and any assumptions 
made, summarized in table 5. The risks have been categorized as per table 6 Risk Matrix and table 7 Risk 
Categories in section 9.1 Appendices. 
TABLE 5 EXTERNAL REPAIRS RISK SUMMARY 
# Risk Area Risk 
Category 
Impact-Mitigation Plan 
1 Bringing the ER’s in-house and 
CHCEC may not be able to do the 
repair for less than the external 
vendor. 
Moderate  Detailed assessment of the repair before bringing in house 
including reviewing how engine centres/repair shops carry out 
the repair. 
 The majority of high risk ER’s should have been filtered out in the 
initial processing of the data including the blades and 
components. 
2 Face resistance from Pratt and 
Whitney to bringing repairs in 
house and taking work away from 
the repair network. 
Moderate  Already have experience of bringing in repairs such as cases. 
CHCEC would only be taking a small portion of the ER work. 
 Potentially will bring more engines into the network which will 
see an increase in other parts going for ER in the P&W network. 
3 Having the man power and space 
to carry out the repairs in house. 
Moderate  Detailed assessment of the repair before bringing in house. 
 With the consolidation planned there is the opportunity to find 
floor space for new repair capabilities before the move is made 
and everything set in place. 
 Have to balance the number of new repairs assigned to CHCEC 
staff over time so their regular work still gets done. 
4 Utilization of developed repairs is 
less than projected. 
 
Moderate  Review the number of engines expected to be able to use the 
repairs. 
 Check if the number of parts sent for ER is typical by looking at 
earlier data and using professional judgment as these will directly 
affect projected EBIT and payback time. 
5 Have not considered all 
introduction costs such and the 
cost to do the repair. 
 
Moderate  Current analysis has only considered some of the costs so a more 
detailed business case for the repairs needs to be carried out if 
the repair is being considered. 
 
3.3.4 CONCLUSIONS  
 Sent away over 20 parts that CHCEC can do in house (see categories ‘Should Not Be ER’ and ‘Now 
Capable’). 
 The financials are based on one year’s data and may not be representative of the number of parts sent for 
ER for a particular repair.  
 The business case for a protective environment furnace using inert gas (not a vacuum furnace) could be 
viable. The furnace would be utilized across many different repairs/parts and there will be more repair 
opportunities not identified in the ER analysis that will use the furnace making the business case better. 
 The vacuum furnace is a large investment that appears to be driven by the ability to do vacuum brazing, 
therefore is not as strong a candidate as an inert gas furnace. 
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 The ‘#1,3,4 Bearing Seal/Seat Repairs’ is a potentially promising opportunity  as it cost CHCEC half a 
million in the last year and initial estimates for introduction are around the same. 
 The alternatives to bringing the repairs in house should also be considered: 
o Continue to use the external vendor as they may have economies of scale making it difficult for 
CHCEC to do as cheap. Also the vendor may be able offer rebates for having a large number of 
repairs done with them. 
o Work with repair units in the Pratt and Whitney unit to develop the repair capabilities that 
CHCEC want. 
3.3.5 RECOMMENDATIONS 
 Check the process that is in place to identify repairs that should be done in house and not sent away. 
 Assess options for Nickel and Chrome plating ability in the future and if Safe Air will be able to do these 
repairs. 
 Check if the number of parts sent for ER is typical by looking at earlier data and using professional 
judgment as these will directly affect projected EBIT and payback time. 
 Shipping costs and TAT should be considered which should change the business case in CHCEC’s favor for 
bringing the ER’s in house. 
 Further investigate the business case of acquiring a protective environment furnace including adding 
missing costs and all the parts and repairs that would use the furnace. 
 Further investigate the business case of introducing ‘#1, 3, 4 Bearing Seal/Seat Repairs’ as information on 
the source demonstrated repairs is needed to find out the repair process requirements and costs. Then 
the business case can be re-evaluated. 
 Continue to analyze the rest of the ER data and continue to update the list with recent ER’s as this new 
data will change the business cases. 
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3.4 RFS MATERIAL 
Opportunities to overhaul scrapped material with the third party repair capabilities to be developed at CHCEC.  
3.4.1 METHODOLOGY 
A summary of the research method and steps taken to produce the conclusions and recommendations is shown 
below in figure 11. The assumptions developed to carry out the work are given in the next sub-section 3.4.1.1 
Assumptions. 
 
FIGURE 11 EXTERNAL VENDOR REPAIR CAPABILITIES METHODOLOGY  
3.4.1.1 ASSUMPTIONS 
 The SAP report of RFS material is assumed to be up to date. 
 The CHCEC EBIT was assumed to be 45% of the CLP of the overhauled part as from: 
o Assuming can sell overhauled part at 50% of CLP. 
o Repair cost is 5% of CLP. 
 The damage on the parts is suitable for the repair based on the defect information. 
3.4.2 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
The RFS material in the CHCEC inventory was matched against the recommended group C third party repairs (see 
New Tech Data section) and is shown in tables 12 and 13, section 9.5 Appendices. Having these repairs at CHCEC 
and using them to overhaul CHCEC RFS material in storage could potentially generate the EBIT shown in Figure 12 
from selling the overhauled parts. Note that the commercially sensitive financials have been removed and replaced 
by % value of the fan case liner panels. 
Gather Data 
•Retrieve selected RFS data from SAP database. 
•Add defect and financial data. 
Process Data 
•Convert SAP report data into spreadsheet. 
•Link RFS data to repair data. 
•Calculate Financials. 
Recommendations 
•Identify assumptions that need to be tested or removed. 
•Higlight risks that need immediate attention and/or action now. 
•Recommend actions from analysis to achieve objective. 
•Put recommendations into the implementation plan. 
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FIGURE 12 EBIT FROM OVERHAULING RFS MATERIAL WITH NEW DER REPAIRS 
The opportunities from selling the overhauled parts should be considered as part of the business case for 
introducing new third party repairs. The potential EBIT is significant in some cases with the returns greater than 
the repair introduction cost which would allow CHCEC to reduce the payback period. 
3.4.3 CONCLUSIONS  
 After introducing any third party repairs there is the potential for them to be used to overhaul RFS material 
and give CHCEC a large return depending on the part CLP and number of parts. 
 CHCEC could look into creating its own pool of overhauled parts from: 
o CHCEC inventory. 
o Customer owned parts. 
o CSA material. 
 Buy already overhauled, buy and CHCEC overhaul and/or buy used engines and strip for 
parts. 
3.4.4 RECOMMENDATIONS 
 When any third party repairs are introduced a review of RFS material should be undertaken to identify any 
parts that could be overhauled. 
 The preliminary review matching the recommended repairs with CHCEC RFS material is shown in tables 12 and 
13, section 9.5 Appendices. The opportunities need to be followed up with a check of the parts to confirm if 















EBIT From Overhauling RFS Material Using Recommended 
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3.5 EVALUATION OF HISTORICAL REPAIR DATA ANALYSIS 
 For all investigated areas some of the data used contains estimates from professional opinions and 
sometimes incomplete or not fully up to date data bases. Therefore the financial data should not be 
interpreted as exact but viewed to give an indication if the opportunity is worth further investigation. 
 To improve the accuracy of the data the assumptions as given for each section should be worked through 
and eliminated where possible and replaced with fact. This will not always be possible and in these cases 
to improve the accuracy of the data more sources for the estimate should be found. The data should also 
be kept up to date to keep the projections accurate; these values have been identified in their respective 
sections. 
 From the current workloads of the process engineers and repair development engineer, consideration of 
how many repairs to introduce at one time needs to be considered.  
o There is only one repair development engineer which will limit the number of third party repairs 
that can be developed at one time. Ideally GSE should be able to work more independently after 
the requirements are given but from past experience they require guidance and more 
information throughout the tech data creation process. 
o When considering introducing third party repairs, OEM repairs and bringing ER’s in-house there 
would not be enough man-power to do this and would require spreading the work over a long 
period of time. Also due to the process engineers typically working on specific types of parts, the 
repairs to introduce would need to be coordinated so that the spread of work is even amongst 
them. 
 With limited funding available each year only some repairs will be able to be introduced. Applications for 
funding should take place as soon it is decided that a repair is going to be introduced to avoid missing out. 
 The affect of introducing new repairs will result in less attention on current repairs. So there needs to be 
consideration of how much focus should be shifted away from getting the repairs currently implemented 
working more effectively before introducing new repairs.  
 From the historical repair data analysis it has been observed that changing the focus from individual 
repair business cases to the larger picture and looking across different families of parts, we see the 
business cases change for introducing selected capabilities as more factors are now being considered. This 
must not be limited to just looking at repairs amongst repair types, for example looking across all repairs 
when considering the ER’s to bring in house is good but, taking that a step further and looking across the 
third party repairs, OEM repairs and ER’s is what is needed to get the most accurate picture.  This 
approach should not stop here with this project. 
 From a higher perspective it has also been observed that the different types of repairs can complement 
each other. The DER repairs can be used to attract the customers with high savings enabling the reduction 
in ESV NTE price, while the rest of the OEM repairs will give CHCEC the needed EBIT. 
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4 OVERALL CONCLUSIONS 
Third Party repairs could be used to attract customers and secure more ESV’s for CHCEC by: 
 Increasing customer satisfaction through repairing parts that would have been scrapped as the customer 
saves money from not having to buy new parts. 
o Decreases ESV cost for customers and meeting the project objective. 
 More ESV’s increases the demand for the internal piece part repairs and external repairs (ER) to bring in 
house making their business cases more favorable. 
 Opens opportunities for repairing RFS material and selling overhauled parts. 
 Compete with MTU in the aftermarket sector and increase market share. 
It is desirable to bring ER’s in house as CHCEC would receive the following benefits: 
 Savings in shipping costs and gain repair margin. 
 Reduction in TAT delinquency problems including lowering the risk of overall ESV TAT overrun and/or 
reducing costs associated with part exchange for new. 
 Control over repair processes and work scope to avoid extra work being done to minimize ESV cost. 
The alternatives to bringing the repairs in house should also be considered: 
 Continuing to use the external vendor as they may have economies of scale making it difficult for CHCEC 
to do as cheap. Also the vendor may be able offer rebates for having a large number of repairs done with 
them. 
 Working with repair units in the Pratt and Whitney unit to develop the repair capabilities that CHCEC 
require. 
Consideration of RFS material can take place after any third party repairs are implemented because the third party 
analysis is based on RFS rates for each part. Therefore the repairs that will have the highest application rate on the 
scrap material are already taken into account. 
For all investigated areas some of the data used contains estimates from professional opinions and sometimes 
incomplete or not fully up to date data bases. Therefore the financial data should not be interpreted as exact but 
viewed to give an indication if the opportunity should be further investigated. 
When introducing repairs the staff workload should be considered so that regular work is not comprised and there 
is business continuity. The proposed CHCEC facility consolidation scheduled for 2013/2014 may be a good 
opportunity for the introduction of a protective environment furnace and/or bearing seal/seat cells so floor space 
can be allocated and placed in a position for efficient work flow. 
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5 OVERALL RECOMMENDATIONS 
The following factors should be considered when choosing third party repairs to introduce: 
 Development of third party repairs that have high customer savings so it is less likely they will be made 
redundant by the IAE ‘V2500 Shops’. 
 The third party repairs with high customer savings are good for winning engines and then CHCEC can get 
the repair EBIT from doing all the repairs. 
 Repairs not done in the network (or by anyone) so CHCEC can be the source and have high demand for 
the repair. 
 What repairs are suited for specific customers e.g. DELTA Airlines.  
 Consider the recommended group C third party repairs first which take into account the above factors. 
The initial business cases for buying an inert gas protective environment furnace and bringing in repair capability 
for the bearing seal/seat repairs is promising. The next steps would be to do a more detailed assessment adding in 
more costs and replacing estimates with quotes where possible. 
To improve the accuracy of the data the assumptions as given for each section should be worked through and 
eliminated where possible and replaced with fact. This will not always be possible and in these cases more sources 
for the estimate should be found to improve the accuracy of the data. The data should also be kept up to date to 
keep the projections accurate; these values have been identified in their respective sections. 
A high level perspective should be used to look across different part families and repair types to see their 
relationships and different contributions. Focusing on individual repairs will result in CHCEC missing out on 
opportunities to bring in the more expensive and higher return repair capabilities. This approach should continue 
on from this project and be used with the continued analysis of the external repair data. 
In summary the project objective can be met and it is recommended that the following actions be taken: 
 CHCEC can reduce the contracted NTE price for ESV’s through the recommended third party repairs (table 
8 section 9.2 Appendices) which increases the savings to the customer and should allow CHCEC to capture 
more engines from customers such as DELTA Airlines.  
 Piece part repairs are an effective solution to maintain or increase CHCEC EBIT which will be utilized more 
if the third party repairs can win CHCEC additional ESV’s. 
The following section has ‘Next Steps’ and the implementation plan based on the recommendations given.  
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6 IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 
A set of next steps for CHCEC to carry out has been produced to outline the actions in a recommended order of 
implementation. A description of the Gantt chart produced and other considerations is outlined in sub-section 6.2. 
6.1 NEXT STEPS 
Tim Coslett as ‘Manager Engineering & IT’ and Carol Allan as ‘Manager Repair Group’ are responsible for these 
actions. The repairs in the Gantt chart have the responsible process engineer assigned by the typical part of the 
engine they work on. The initial steps outlined below begin with the easiest actions for CHCEC to address. 
1. Check the process that is in place to identify repairs that should be done in house and not sent away for 
external repair. 
2. Review the piece part repairs that may have minimal requirements for CHCEC to become capable. 
3. Continue development of recommended third party repairs. 
4. Review the Protective Environment Furnace business case. 
5. Review the Bearing Seal/Seat Repairs business case. 
6. Review RFS material that could be overhauled by the third party repairs that are under development. 
7. Continue external repair analysis. 
8. For more detail and actions see the recommendation sections of each sub-section in section 3. 
6.2 GANTT CHART 
A level 0 Gantt chart has been created for the implementation plan which includes (Section 9.6 Appendices): 
 Recommended third party repairs to introduce and order of development based on the complexity to 
create their tech data and value of customer savings (see recommendations section for other factors 
considered). 
 OEM piece part repairs that have already begun the repair introduction process at CHCEC. 
 Estimated time of when CHCEC will be capable of the repair i.e. first article completed. 
 Process Engineers to lead the development and implementation of the repair at CHCEC. 
6.2.1 IMPLEMENTATION PLAN CONSIDERATIONS: 
 The repairs to introduce and order of implementation is based on the recommendations from the 
Historical Data Analysis. 
 The time period is mainly based on the estimated tech data creation complexity. It allows for the creation 
of tech data and concurrently the development of the repair at CHCEC including trials. Once the tech data 
has been created CHCEC should be almost ready to do a first article. 
 After consulting GSE about the repair and finalizing an approach CHCEC should have a more accurate time 
to update the Gantt chart with. 
 The project leaders responsible for the introduction of the third party repairs will also be working with the 
repair development engineer who works with GSE during the creation of the tech data. 
 It is assumed CHCEC can get the funding for the new tech data to carry out the schedule.  
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6.2.2 FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS 
 Due to the implementation schedule taking place over a period of years, the repair business cases should 
be re-evaluated regularly to allow for the changes that will take place with part scrap rates and 
market/customer needs. 
 Floor space for incoming repairs needs to be considered and the affect of the site consolidation. If the 
protective environment furnace and the #1, 3, 4 Bearing Seal/Seat repairs are brought into CHCEC a large 
amount of floor space will need to be set aside with the possibility of needing repair cells put in place. 
 If the third party repairs are effective at attracting more ESV’s will CHCEC have the capacity to cope with 
the extra demand. 
 After the successful introduction of the first third party repairs an evaluation of their business cases 
should be undertaken to review the accuracy of the predictions and how they could be improved. This 
should be done for all the repairs as each time CHCEC can learn something about the introduction process 
and then make better decisions about the repairs to introduce next. 
 Funding needs to be applied for as early as possible as money is typically allocated a long time in advance. 
This project has collected enough information to at least begin the application process for the 
recommended repairs.  
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7 GLOSSARY 
The following terms are to be interpreted in the context of the aviation industry. 
ANZ Air New Zealand ANZ is the national airline and flag carrier of New Zealand. 
BER Beyond Economical 
Repair 
Costs to repair is so high that it no longer makes economical sense to repair 
the part or engine and it is better to buy a new part or engine. 
CHCEC Christchurch Engine 
Centre 





DER repairs are third party repairs not developed or approved by the OEM 
and have been approved by a regulatory body like the FAA. Also see section 
1.3.1.3 for more detail. 
ESV Engine Shop Visit Commonly used when referring to the ESV price that customers for the MRO 
engine service. 
FAA Federal Aviation 
Authority 
National aviation authority of the United States of America. 
FHA Fleet Hour Agreement Customers pay IAE per hour of flight for coverage of future maintenance. 
IAE International Aero 
Engines 
Collaboration of JAEC, MTU, Rolls Royce and P&W to design and 
manufacture the V2500 turbofan engine. 
MRO Maintenance, Repair 
and Overhaul 
Repairs/Actions to retain or restore an item to a state in which it can 
perform its required function. 




Organization that makes devices from component parts bought from other 
organizations. 
P&W Pratt and Whitney A U.S.-based aerospace manufacturer with global service operations is a 





PMA parts are made by third party manufacturers who are not the OEM and 
have gone through an approval process so they can have the PMA part used 
as a substitute to the original OEM part. The FAA is a regulatory body that 
can approve the PMA part. 
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RFS Removed From Service A part when it is unable to be repaired is RFS where it is either stored in the 
hopes a repair will be developed in the future to save the part or it is 
scrapped. 
TAT Turn Around Time In the context of the CHCEC, the engine TAT is taken as the time from the 
receipt of the engine at the CHCEC dock to return to the customer’s dock 
(this is the case with Delta Airlines). 
UTC United Technologies 
Company 
American multinational conglomerate that researches, develops, and 
manufactures high-technology products in numerous areas, including 
aircraft engines, helicopters, HVAC, fuel cells, elevators and escalators, fire 
and security, building systems, and industrial products, among others. UTC is 
also a large military contractor. 
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9 APPENDICES 
9.1 RISK ASSESSMENT 
 
 








   
   
TABLE 6 RISK MATRIX 
                     Impact 
  Minimal Minor Moderate Major Catastrophic 
Improbable 1 2 3 5 6 
Unlikely 2 4 6 10 12 
Likely 3 6 9 15 18 
Probable 4 8 12 20 24 
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9.2 NEW TECH DATA 
 Recommended Group C repairs to introduce. 
 NB. The yellow text in the tables highlights the repairs that CHCEC is currently working with GSE Singapore to develop. 
TABLE 8 REPAIR GROUP C: LOW AND MEDIUM COMPLEXITY REPAIRS ONLY WITH $5K OR MORE SAVINGS TO CUSTOMER (18 REPAIRS). 




Nomenclature Distress Mode Action Needed 
       
1.024  5A1513 Fan Exit guide vanes Airfoil un-bonding at platforms 
introduction of alternative to VRS1420/VRS1771 for local 
repair in un-bonded area only 





HPC Stg 7 Rotor Path  
Damaged front face (st6 vane wear?) (Logs, No 
OTCRs)  
Plasma (hard-coat?) repair for shallow/widespread damage 






HPC Rear Outer Case 
Damaged insert holes.  Have - but his uses large 
keyed inserts which are very difficult to 
procure/expensive 
New repair to replace - except using oversize thin-wall 
inserts (i.e. oversize version of original BOM inserts).  CHCEC 
RDE has specification-P/Ns of proposed insert 
       
1.065  various VSV Lever Arms Pin wear 
Add latest PNs to existing pin replacement repairs or 
develop new repairs to cover them (including Select 1) 
Develop more economical repair options, possibly through 
PMA pins. 
       
1.025  
6A5738 
HPC Cross Key Location 
Ring 
Bond & top coat repair for VRS6171 when seal 
trench depth (Dim AC) beyond max repair limit 
(Qty 2 OTC requests rejected despite precedent 
repair on other similar parts) DER bond & top coat repair 
       
1.087  5A1513 Fan Exit guide vanes Lack of surface finish 
Restoration of required surface finish by means other than 
hand blending e.g. Introduction of paint repair  
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1.172  various 
Unison Rings (VSV 
Actuating Rings) - 
Stage 4 
Typical rejection reason is wear and/or elongation 
of bushing holes with no EM repair 
Repair for bushing holes in Ring by either: 
 - oversize bushing (sleeve), or  
 - weld build-up. 
       
1.184  various 
Unison Rings (VSV 
Actuating Rings) - VIGV 
Typical rejection reason is wear and/or elongation 
of bushing holes with no EM repair 
Repair for bushing holes in Ring by either: 
 - oversize bushing (sleeve), or  
 - weld build-up.  
       
1.171  various 
Unison Rings (VSV 
Actuating Rings) - 
Stage 3 
Typical rejection reason is wear and/or elongation 
of bushing holes with no EM repair 
Repair for bushing holes in Ring by either: 
 - oversize bushing (sleeve), or  
 - weld build-up.  
       
1.160  6A3097 
HPC Vortex Reducer 
Galling on flange rear face.  VRS6086 repair limits 
for number of affected lugs (Location 2).  IAE 
recently issued Auth Doc to tightening limit of tabs 
allowed to be repaired Revert to previous blend limit  
       
1.161  6A3097 
HPC Vortex Reducer 
Galling on flange rear face.  VRS6086 repair limits 
for number of affected lugs (Location 2).  IAE 
recently issued Auth Doc to tightening limit of tabs 
allowed to be repaired Skim-machine repair for galling on flange rear face (lugs) 
Location 2 
       
1.170  5A0832 Panel Rubber Seals 
Parts harden and become brittle in time/exposure 
to the environment which results in 
cracking/chipping/missing pieces. Ability to replace missing pieces 






LPC 2.5 Stator Assy 
Unable to clean sufficiently for NDT - EM only calls-
up IPA wipes New clean process 
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1.088  
5A6232 
Gear Shaft, Bevel 
Pinion 56T 
Worn snap ID (loc.7) beyond diameter limits.  Note 
affected area is inside/middle of gear - difficult to 
access 
Coating repair or sleeve bushing repair. 
Alternate for Nital etch 
       
1.086  2A3517 #4 Brg Face Seal Anti-rotation slot wear - 
       
1.198  5A1615 Fan Case Liner Panels 
Erosion and cracking/missing material beyond 
OEM repair limits Extend Repairable Limits 





HPC Stg 7 Rotor Path  
Erosion/wear front face (Logs, No OTCRs) Weld repair for deep local wear 






LPC 2.5 Stator Assy 
Blade/vane contact / corrosion.  100% vane 
replacement required - BER Process alternate 
 
 The following repair is not in repair group C but CHCEC is currently working with GSE Singapore to create this repair. 





HPC Stg 8 Rotor Path 
Ring 
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 Third party repairs to review before developing the new tech data for as there maybe issues with having the capability to carry out the repairs. 
TABLE 9 THIRD PARTY REPAIRS TO REVIEW 
Key 
Code 
Nomenclature Distress Mode Action Needed Comment 
                  
1.023  
#4 Bearing Oil & 
Cooling Tubes Repair was done with good success until deleted Consider re-introducing Furnace Heat Treat 
                  
1.001  
#4 Bearing Oil & 
Cooling Tubes Cost of replacement detail parts drives part BER Consider cheaper details parts, possibly PMA Furnace Heat Treat 
                  
1.087  Fan Exit guide vanes Lack of surface finish 
Restoration of required surface finish by means other 
than hand blending e.g. Introduction of paint repair  Furnace Heat Treat 
                  
1.088  
Gear Shaft, Bevel 
Pinion 56T 
Worn snap ID (loc.7) beyond diameter limits.  Note 
affected area is inside/middle of gear - difficult to 
access 
Coating repair or sleeve bushing repair. 
Alternate for Nital etch 
Furnace Heat Treat, 
New Technology 
                  
1.217  
HPC Stg 7 Rotor Path  
Erosion/wear front face (Logs, No OTCRs)  
Weld repair for deep local wear Furnace Heat Treat 
                  
1.187  
#4 Bearing Oil & 
Cooling Tubes Suspected ATD incorrect + limited restoration ability 
Consider alternative weld build-up repair 
Review existing ATD to correct part material reference 
and repair process (plating) reference Furnace Heat Treat 
                  
1.193  
#4 Bearing Oil & 
Cooling Tubes Suspected ATD incorrect + limited restoration ability 
Consider alternative weld build-up repair 
Review existing ATD to correct part material reference 
and repair process (plating) reference Furnace Heat Treat 
                  
1.188  
#4 Bearing Oil & 
Cooling Tubes 
Limited applicability of weld build-up to thick wall 
section. Extend current weld build-up repair cover to entire 
end piece.  Furnace Heat Treat 
                  
1.205  
HPC St7 Case-St8 
Rotor Path (integral) 
Excessive run out (qty 1 subject to investigation) Reform repair Furnace Heat Treat 
                  
1.353  Fan Blade 
Reduction of chordal width below minimum allowed 
due to erosion and repairs. Introduction of LE restoration repair 
Furnace Heat Treat, 
New Technology 
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1.255  
HPC Stg 8 Rotor Path 
Ring 
Erosion/pitting/worn front conical face (Qty 9 DAL 
RFS) 
Build up/restoration repair. Plasma, Plate, Weld or 
New Tech Repair? New Technology 
                  
1.295  
Input Drive Gear Shaft 
(D5) 
Worn inner seal dia (Locn 7) 
Coating repair (beyond VRS chrome repair) or sleeve 
bushing repair. 
Alternate for Nital etch New Technology 
                  
1.294  
Input Drive Gear Shaft 
(A5) 
Worn inner seal dia (Locn 5).   
Coating repair (beyond VRS chrome repair) or sleeve 
bushing repair. 
Alternate for Nital etch New Technology 
                  
1.369  
HPC 3-8 Drum St8 damper wire slot (IAE will not issue OTCs for St8 
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9.3 INTERNAL PIECE PART REPAIR 
 





Nomenclature Repair Description Status 
       
1.075  6A7614 Fan Blade VRS1723 
Restore Fatigue Strength of LP Compressor Fan Blade Roots by Shot Peening, 
Repair 024 (VRS1723)  
No plans to establish full fan blade 
capability 
Potential for DER repair 
       
1.076  6A7614 Fan Blade VRS1026 
Repair the Damage on the LP Compressor Rotor Blade by Local Material 
Removal, Repair 025 (VRS1026)  
No plans to establish full fan blade 
capability 
Potential for DER repair 
       
1.077  6A7614 Fan Blade VRS1724 
Repair the Airfoil Surface Finish on the LP Compressor Rotor Blade by 
Glass/Ceramic Bead Peening, Repair 026 (VRS1724)  
No plans to establish full fan blade 
capability 
Potential for DER repair 
       
1.078  6A7614 Fan Blade VRS1064 
Repair Leading Edge Erosion on the LP Compressor Rotor Blades by Material 
Removal, Repair 030 (VRS1064)  
No plans to establish full fan blade 
capability 
       
1.079  6A7614 Fan Blade VRS1066 
Repair the Dovetail of the LP Compressor (LPC) Rotor Blade Assembly, Repair 
031 (VRS1066)  
No plans to establish full fan blade 
capability 
       
1.080  6A7614 Fan Blade VRS1067 
Remove and Replace the Metal Spray Coating (Metco 58NS) on the Dovetail 
Root Flanks, Repair 032 (VRS1067)  
No plans to establish full fan blade 
capability 
       
1.068  6A7658 Fan Blade VRS1002 
Repair the Airfoil of the LP Compressor (LPC) Rotor Blade Assembly, Repair 
007 (VRS1002)  
No plans to establish full fan blade 
capability 
       
1.069  6A7614 Fan Blade VRS1003 
Repair the Airfoil Damage of the LP Compressor (LPC) Rotor Blade Assembly, 
Repair 008 (VRS1003)  
No plans to establish full fan blade 
capability 
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1.071  6A7614 Fan Blade VRS1025 
Repair the Surface Finish on the LP Compressor Rotor Blade by Vibro-
Polishing, Repair 010 (VRS1025)  
No plans to establish full fan blade 
capability 
       
1.090  5A1363 
Fan Exit guide 
vanes VRS1420 
Replace the Vanes, Outer Platform and/or Repair the Un-bonding of the Fan 
Exit Guide Vane (FEGV) Assembly, Repair 002 (VRS1420)  
awaiting R2 approval 
Potential for DER repair 
       
1.094  5A1513 
Fan Exit guide 
vanes VRS1771 
Replace the Vanes, Outer Platform and/or Repair the Un-bonding of the Fan 
Exit Guide Vane Assembly, Repair 006 (VRS1771)  
awaiting R2 approval 
Potential for DER repair 
       
1.103  
6A7705 HPC 3-8 Drum 
VRS6007 
Repair the Stage 6 and 7 Linings of the HP Compressor Stage 3 to 8 Disks Shaft 
Assembly by Replacement, Repair 002 (VRS6007)  awaiting source approval 
       
1.107  
6A7705 HPC 3-8 Drum 
VRS6133 
Restore the Surface Condition on the HP Compressor Stage 3 to 8 Disks Shaft 
Assembly, Stages 6 to 8 Dovetail Slots, Repair 009 (VRS6133)  awaiting source approval 
       
1.113  
6A7705 HPC 3-8 Drum 
VRS6300 
Remove Damage and Restore the Surface Condition on the HP Compressor 
Stage 3 to 8 Disks Shaft Assembly, Stages 3 to 5 Dovetail Slots, Repair 016 
(VRS6300)  awaiting source approval 
       
1.128  6A7546 
HPC 9-12 Drum 
VRS6008 
Repair the Stage 8 to 11 Linings of the HP Compressor Stage 9 to 12 Disks 
Shaft Assembly by Replacement, Repair 015 (VRS6008)  awaiting source approval 
       
1.173  
6A7712 
6A7714   
HPC Rear Shaft 
VRS6088 
Repair Surface Damage on the HP Compressor Rear Shaft Assembly, by 
Material Removal, Repair 019 (VRS6088) awaiting source approval 




HPC Rear Static 
Air Seal Assy 
VRS6639 
Repair the HP Compressor Rear Static Seal by Replacement of the Balance 
Tube(s), Repair 007 (VRS6639) 
process can do, requires cheap 
tooling - riveting gear 
       
1.341  
5A1864 LPC Front Case 
VRS1935 
Replace the Abradable Seal of the LP Compressor Front Case Assembly - 
Repair 055 (VRS1935) awaiting R2 approval 
       
1.361  
5W2196 LPC Rear Case 
VRS1608 Replace the Oversize Sleeve, Repair 058 (VRS1608)  
capable, needs plan drafting and 
fixture 
       
1.362  
5W2196 LPC Rear Case 
VRS1609 Replace the Oversize Sleeve, Repair 059 (VRS1609) 
capable, needs plan drafting and 
fixture 
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9.4 EXTERNAL REPAIR DATA ANALYSIS 
TABLE 11 EXTERNAL REPAIR RESULTS AND ANALYSIS (DETAILED) 
CHC Capability 
Needed 
Comment About Repairs 
CHC INTRODUCTION COST 




 CHC repair introduction process already underway. NA 
Chrome Plate 
 Safe Air has Chrome Plating Capability. 
 Put as part of ‘#1, 3, 4 Bearing Seal/Seat Repairs’ group so the associated repairs are 
together. 
o Chrome Plate 
o Lap Seal Seat 
o Replace Carbon Detail (source demonstrated) 
o Restore Hard face (source demonstrated) 
Estimated combined cost for 
family of repairs (Phillip 
Naniov and Ben Bainbridge). 
- 
Comat 
 CHC has required Comats, Repair Scheme out of date, 
 Requires IAE 3M14514 Machining fixture and IAE 3M14515 Plasma spray fixture - 
waiting for quote from IAE, 
 Excessive distortion with welding on similar repair VRS4081 to family repair 
VRS4315. 
 Needs reviewing to confirm welding issue and then if a solution is found, is there a 
business case with low demand (only 2 parts in the last year) and cost of 
introduction. 
- for tooling (Philip Naniov) 
DER Repair  Need repair details to assess external DER repairs. NA 
Driven By Other 
Repair 
 Covered under related family repairs for a different CHC Capability Need. NA 
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 Require high temperature stress relief cycles. 
 Need to look at source demonstrated VRS4465 and VRS4466 high velocity flame 
spray front faces, need for family numbers 17 and 20 groups of repairs. 
 Can use these parts to make a better business case for getting a protective 
environment furnace. 
To test this put in ‘furnace’ and ‘vacuum furnace’ groups. 
 Assess furnace in the potato factory 








PMA Parts For 
Delta 
 
 VRS6190 Repair the HP Compressor Mechanism Lever by Replacing the Pins 
 ~$- estimate for Tooling/Hot squeeze riveting: Resistance Welding Machine, IAE 
3R18654 Top electrode, IAE 3R18656 Bottom electrode. 
 Only 3 parts sent for ER and little return from these repairs. 
 DER repair with high ranking so may develop in with first group 
Repair description - Add latest PNs to existing pin replacement repairs or develop 
new repairs to cover them (including Select 1) or develop more economical repair 
options, possibly through PMA pins. 
-  estimate for Tooling/Hot 
squeeze riveting (Phillip 
Naniov) 
Lap Seal Seat 
 Put as part of ‘#1, 3, 4 Bearing Seal/Seat Repairs’ group so the associated repairs are 
together. 
o Chrome Plate 
o Lap Seal Seat 
o Replace Carbon Detail (source demonstrated) 
o Restore Hard face (source demonstrated) 
Estimated combined cost for 
family of repairs (Phillip 
Naniov and Ben Bainbridge). 
- 
Nickel Plate  Safe Air has Nickel Plating ability. NA 
Now Capable 
 CHC is now capable and does not need to send these parts for ER. 
 Repair 001 (VRS3176) Stage 1 HPT Outer Seal Assembly Plasma Coat Repair. 
Repair 004 (VRS3523) Repair Wear on the Tab of the Stage 1 HPT Outer Seal 
Assembly. 
 16 parts were sent away and cost $- not including shipping. 
NA 
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 ~$- for protective environment furnace e.g. inert gas argon, oven dimension ~1m
3
 
 ~$- for vacuum furnace,  oven dimension ~1m
3
 
 Requires review of repairs to find out exactly which ones can use inert gas or have to 
have vacuum. 
 Create set of requirements such as minimum oven size/temperature and then get 
quote to run business case again on. 
 Need to look at source demonstrated VRS4465 and VRS4466 high velocity flame 
spray front faces, need for family numbers 17 and 20 groups of repairs. 
 Also tested business case when combining with other repairs that need a furnace. 
Put in ‘furnace’ and ‘vacuum furnace’ groups as well. 
- inert gas (Furnace 
Engineering PTY LTD past 
quote), 







 Source Demonstrated 
 Put as part of ‘#1, 3, 4 Bearing Seal/Seat Repairs’ group so the associated repairs are 
together. 
o Chrome Plate 
o Lap Seal Seat 
o Replace Carbon Detail (source demonstrated) 
o Restore Hard face (source demonstrated) 
Estimated combined cost for 
family of repairs (Phillip 




 Source Demonstrated 
 Put as part of ‘#1,3,4 Bearing Seal/Seat Repairs’ group so associated repairs are 
together 
o Chrome Plate 
o Lap Seal Seat 
o Replace Carbon Detail (source demonstrated) 
o Restore Hard face (source demonstrated) 
Estimated combined cost for 
family of repairs (Phillip 
Naniov and Ben Bainbridge). 
- 
Review  Requires review. NA 
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 REAR INNER FLANGE VRS3446. 
 Capable but not for A1 P/N's as choose not to. 
 Cost $- last year as ER with 4 parts. 
Covered under ‘furnace - 
temperature’ 
Should Not Be 
ER 
 CHC was capable so the parts should not have been sent away 
 Repair: 005 (VRS1770) Repair the Surface Damage of the Fan Exit Vane. 
VRS6171 Replace hard coat of HPC cross key location ring.  
VRS 2791 Replace a Cable and/or connector parts. 




 Review to find out requirements. NA 
Tooling And 
Material 
 VRS4134 - Replace the Honeycomb Seal Segments of the Stage 3 Air Seal Ring 
Requires tooling and brazing materials. 
Can put with other repairs for ‘furnace’ business case. 
 VRS6322 Repair the HP Compressor Rear Seal Housing by the Replacement of the 
Lining 
Most likely have this repair when Cookie’s lining repairs come through. 
- furnace - oven dimension 
~1m
3
 ( Furnace Engineering 
PTY LTD past quote). 
- brazing tooling (Philip 
Naniov). 









 VRS4081 - Replace the Machine Key of the Stage 7 Shroud Seal Segment 
Excessive distortion from welding. 
 REPAIR-021 REPLACE LOCATING KEY, VRS4315 
Expect excessive distortion from welding as similar to VRS4081. 
 Review to see if there is solution or can use alternative repair e.g. if bring in brazing 
capability. 
NA 
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Vacuum Brazing 
 ~$- Vacuum Furnace, waiting for IAE tooling quote. 
 Can add other parts that require a non-vacuum furnace to make another business 
case for getting a vacuum furnace. 
To test this put in ‘vacuum furnace’ group. 





Waiting For R2 
Approval 
 CHC repair introduction process already underway. NA 
Waiting For 
Source Approval 
 CHC repair introduction process already underway. NA 





 Combined family of repairs into one business case as they all have to be 
introduced together. 
 #1,3,4 Bearing Seal/Seat Repairs 
o Chrome Plate 
o Lap Seal Seat 
o Replace Carbon Detail (source demonstrated) 
o Restore Hard face (source demonstrated) 
Estimated combined cost for family of 





 Not an external repair, from third party repair analysis. 
 Added to ‘Furnace’ and ‘Vacuum Furnace’ business cases. 
 DER Repair: FEGV, key code 1.087, restoration of surface finish. 
 DER repair from repair group C which are the recommended repairs to 
be brought in house. There are more DER repairs that require a furnace 
but are not likely to be introduced. 
- for new tech data creation (Richard 
Pierre/George Fairhurst). 
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o Protective Environment Furnace 
o Tooling and Material 
o DER Repairs from Moeller 
Sum of the different categories costs. 
Vacuum 
Furnace 
 Combination of repairs that can use a vacuum furnace to help build a 
stronger business case 
 Vacuum Furnace 
o Furnace 
o Vacuum Brazing 
Sum of the different categories costs. 
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9.5 SCRAPPED MATERIAL 
NB. The yellow text in the tables highlights the repairs that CHCEC is currently working with GSE Singapore to develop. 
TABLE 12 CHCEC RFS MATERIAL MATCHED AGAINST DER REPAIRS 
Key Code Part Description Distress Mode for Repair RFS Material Defect Code  RFS Defect Remark 
       1.024  VANE,A/O FAN EXIT Airfoil un-bonding at platforms Engineering Evaluation No Remark 




Bond & top coat repair for VRS6171 when seal 
trench depth (Dim AC) beyond max repair limit 
(Qty 2 OTC requests rejected despite 
precedent repair on other similar parts) Dented/Nicked/FOD 
OTC Rejected For Damage Ring 
       1.087  VANE,A/O FAN EXIT Lack of surface finish Engineering Evaluation No Remark 
       1.160  
RING ASSY VORTEX 
REDUCER 
Galling on flange rear face.  VRS6086 repair 
limits for number of affected lugs (Location 2).  
IAE recently issued Auth Doc to tightening limit 
to Qty 8 tabs allowed to be repaired Dented/Nicked/FOD 
OTC Rejected Damage Beyond EM Limits 
       1.161  
RING ASSY VORTEX 
REDUCER 
Galling on flange rear face.  VRS6086 repair 
limits for number of affected lugs (Location 2).   Dented/Nicked/FOD 
OTC Rejected Damage Beyond EM Limits 
       1.170  
SEAL,A/O RUBBER 
PANEL NO.10 
Parts harden and become brittle in 
time/exposure to the environment which 
results in cracking/chipping/missing pieces. Cracked  
No Remark 
       1.088  
GEARSHAFT-
BEVEL,PINION,56T 
Worn snap ID (loc.7) beyond diameter limits.  
Note affected area is inside/middle of gear - 
difficult to access 
Oversized/Overloaded/Over Torqued 
Worn Snap Diameter 
       1.198  
PANEL,A/O LINER 
FRONT 
Erosion and cracking/missing material beyond 
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TABLE 13 EBIT FROM OVERHAULING RFS MATERIAL WITH NEW DER REPAIRS 
Key Code Repair Description Scrap Part ID QTY EBIT for all Overhauled Parts 
($000's)* 
       1.024  
introduction of alternative to VRS1420/VRS1771 for local repair in un-
bonded area only 
scrap-2591 7 - 
       1.025  DER bond & top coat repair scrap-3757 2 - 
       1.087  
Restoration of required surface finish by means other than hand blending 
e.g. Introduction of paint repair  
scrap-2591 7 - 
       1.160  




       1.161  Skim-machine repair for galling on flange rear face (lugs) Location 2 scrap-3260 3 - 
       1.170  Ability to replace missing pieces scrap-2506 5 - 
       1.088  
Coating repair or sleeve bushing repair. 
Alternate for Nital etch 
scrap-2950 2 - 
       1.198  Extend Repairable Limits scrap-2604 145 - 
*Commercially sensitive data has been removed. 
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9.6 IMPLEMENTATION PLAN – LEVEL 0 GANTT CHART 
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9.7 LITERATURE REVIEW – MRO INDUSTRY 
9.7.1 INTRODUCTION 
The Christchurch Engine Centre (CHCEC) provides maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO) services for 
commercial jet engines including the Rolls Royce Dart, Pratt and Whitney JT8D and the IAE V2500. The CHCEC is 
being driven to reduce Engine Shop Visit (ESV) prices to satisfy customer demand and offer competitive prices 
relative to their competition. The reduction in ESV price is reducing profit margins and internal cost reduction is 
not a sustainable solution. 
The purpose of this review is to analyze the MRO industry that CHCEC operates in to outline the drivers of this 
issue and identify opportunities to allow the reduction in ESV price for customers while maintaining or increasing 
returns. 
9.7.2 METHODOLOGY OF REVIEW 
The literature chosen to review (see section 8) was focused around the MRO industry for the IAE V2500 
commercial jet engine as it is a growing revenue stream that provides the most work for the CHCEC. 
To identify opportunities and trends relevant over the near future the literature reviewed was typically no more 
than 5 years old and not older than 10 years. 
9.7.3 OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH 
The following section summarizes the findings of the review according to the different factors in the MRO industry 
that affect engine centres ESV prices and returns.  
MRO providers such as the CHCEC have the role of assuring aircraft safety and airworthiness of the world’s airlines 
fleets. The global MRO market (for all jet engines) is estimated to be worth up to USD$50 billion with the best part 
of the market being occupied by North America (35%), Western Europe (26%) and Asia Pacific (17%). (CAPA-MRO, 
2013) 
9.7.3.1 AERO ENGINE LIFECYCLE 
Engine centres in the MRO industry are subject to the product lifecycles of the aero engines they repair and 
operator’s maintenance plans. The aero engines life cycle can be divided into three main stages: the financial, 
management and trading phases. 
Financial Phase 
Initially engine operators have a low level of engine management responsibility for the first 7 years, when the 
engine is taken off wing for its first scheduled maintenance shop visit. Therefore engine centres usually do not 
work on young engines unless parts were manufactured with faults, assembled incorrectly or events like bird 
strike. (UBM Aviation, 2009) (Cookson, 2012) 
 
Entering the later part of the financial phase OEM warranty and support starts to end and the operator has more 
responsibility for maintenance planning. This will include actively managing the unscheduled engine repair drivers 
and life limited parts (LLP’s). (UBM Aviation, 2009) 
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Power-by-the-hour (PBH) 
Operators who want to focus on their main business of providing air transport can have a PBH agreement with the 
OEM or MRO provider. The operator can pay the OEM/MRO an individually arranged flight hour-based rate for 
technical support services such as balancing maintenance costs against operational risks and determining the 
maintenance planning (UBM Aviation, 2009) (RR-TotalCare, 2012). However the PBH agreement is not always total 
support as there are sometimes exclusions, for example foreign object damage (FOD) removal. In this case the 
operator would have to pay for the man hour repair time and materials for the FOD repair on top of the PBH 
payments (UBM Aviation, 2009) (P&W-Maintenance Programs). 
 
Deciding to use a PBH agreement depends on the engine, operator and any specifically harsh operating area or 
condition. A major issue is whether the operator wants to make regular payments for the maintenance in advance 
with the PBH or pay for individual events as they come along. Different OEM’s have different names for PBH, IAE 
call theirs the Fleet Hour Agreement, Rolls Royce offers a Total Care Package, and P&W have an Eagle Service Plan 
and Fleet Maintenance Program (IAE-FHA, 2012) (RR-TotalCare, 2012) (P&W-Maintenance Programs). 
The maintenance work from the IAE FHA is split between the collaborating companies. The number of engines 
each engine centre gets is based on a ranking system, where the higher the ranking the more engines you can have 
to repair. FHA has a key performance indicator (KPI) which all the participating engine centres are assessed on. This 
“handout” of engines from IAE provides the engine centres with regular work and pushes them to improve their 
KPI’s and increase their repair quality and performance (Coslett, 2012) (Pierre, 2012) (IAE-FHA, 2012). 
Regardless of whether the operator is going with a PBH or not, they have to understand the full maintenance cost 
for the proposed service life of the engine for its operational requirements and financial objectives. The full 
maintenance cost can be predicted with great precision over a long period of time with sufficient historical data 
and engine performance characteristics. Monitoring specific engine parameters can provide an insight into what 
the engines current performance and deterioration rate, thus allowing prediction of future maintenance tasks and 
costs (P&W-Diagnostics, 2012) (UBM Aviation, 2009). 
Management Phase 
By now the engine is between 12-15 years old and all product warranty and guarantees are expired. There will be a 
range of PMA parts and DER repairs on the market increasing the operator’s options for future maintenance. 
Engine centres have to decide if it is feasible for them to invest the time and money to develop the DER repairs or 
add more OEM repair capabilities to their services (Coslett, 2012) (FAA-PMA, 2012) (Harter Aerospace, 2012) (UBM 
Aviation, 2009). 
 
The management decisions made now will dictate the residual value when the engine gets to the trading phase 
and is eventually used as a parts source. The operator is looking at the asset value and more specifically what is the 
cost per hour to determine profits. The main factors in determining the remaining life cycle  (which indicates how 
long the engine may be able to stay on wing until the next shop visit) include aircraft utilization, the status of the 
LLP’s and their remaining flight hour/cycles, the maintenance history, and the airworthiness directive status. For 
operators who have leased the engine knowing when and how long the next service is important as their contracts 
may only be over 3-5years  (Kingsley-Jones, 2010) (UBM Aviation, 2009). 
Interests of the operator and owner can be diverge as the airline may only be contractually obliged to release the 
engine with a certain amount of life left allowing them to minimize the work scope to reduce costs during the lease 
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period. The owner will however be looking at the engines over the entire ownership period and if it is longer than 
the lease agreement, will want to enhance the work scope to maintain the engines value for future leasing 
opportunities (P&W-Maintenance Programs) (UBM Aviation, 2009). 
PMA parts and DER repairs can significantly reduce the maintenance costs but must be weighed against the 
increased operational risk of using cheaper alternative repair materials and processes. If an engine does not come 
in for regular maintenance then the cost of later repairs can increase significantly. This is because heavy 
maintenance work scopes will most likely need to be done and lots of the damage will be beyond the OEM repair 
limits. Therefore they will either have to replace the parts or if the engine center has them available, use DER 
repairs. Repairing the part or replacing depends on the customer, cost sensitive customers will choose to repair or 
use an overhauled part. This is good for engine centers as they make greater margins on repairs than when a new 
part is fitted (Naniov, 2012) (Coslett, 2012). 
IAE is the OEM for the V2500 and therefore wrote the repair manual. When damage is outside the repair limits 
outlined in the engine manual, the engine centres can apply for One Time Concessions (OTCs) to seek approval for 
doing the proposed repair outside the limits. IAE will check how the repair will affect the parts and the running of 
the engine and then give a decision on approving the repair or not. When many OTCs are approved for the same 
repair process IAE may amend the engine manual so it becomes a standard repair. In the case that the OTC is 
rejected the customer can either choose to buy a new part, replace with an overhauled part or use a DER repair 
(Pierre, 2012) (Coslett, 2012).  
Trading Phase 
The engine enters the final part of its life cycle at approximately 20 years of age. Usually at this point the value of 
the entire aircraft is driven by the engine value. The book value of the engine however has come down so far that 
it usually no longer warrants the cost for an overhaul. Furthermore the engine’s technical standards and 
performance has been surpassed by the new-generation engines and an increased number of similar phased out 
engines on the market. This adds to together to bring down lease rates and spare part prices, usually making it 
cheaper for operators to swap an engine against a leased one rather than repair or overhaul it. Eventually comes 
the point where the value of the individual parts exceeds the value of the complete engine. This is when the 
engine is torn down and used as a source for spare parts (UBM Aviation, 2009). 
 
During the trading phase the MRO’s may not get any repair work as operators are just replacing parts/engines. The 
engine centre may choose to still have a repair line if they can make enough profit from selling spare parts 
collected from previous repair visits when the operator bought a new part and scrapped the damaged part. These 
damaged parts can be overhauled and sold at a margin, and if the parts are no longer being manufactured they can 
be sold at a premium. MRO’s may also leave the repair market for a certain engine line before it gets to this stage 
as the engines are under the control of third party operators which may not be reliable with making repair 
payments (Wilkinson, 2012) (Smith, 2012).  
9.7.3.2 V2500 MRO COMPETITORS 
Engine centres 
The main competitors with CHCEC for the V2500 MRO market are Rolls Royce, IHI and MTU. The following 
information was gathered from interviews and the CHCEC’s marketing team. 
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Rolls Royce: Their engine centre is located in East Kilbride, Scotland. Being situated in Europe puts them close to 
many V2500 operators which gives them the advantage of small shipping costs which the operator is more likely to 
pay for. However Rolls Royce has just been sold to P&W and it has been observed that they are currently not 
looking to expand and increase their capacity. Therefore they are mainly competitors for the IAE FHA handout. 
(CHCEC-Marketing, 2012) 
 
IHI: IHI engine centre in Japan is a small workshop that appears to want to cap the volume of V2500 engines to 100 
per year. Their competitive advantage comes from geographical positioning to capture the Asian market and move 
further into CHCEC territory. Also they are working on accessory repairs to increase customer retention and 
increase their margins on shop visits. This focus could increase their IAE KPI’s and take FHA engines off the CHCEC.  
(CHCEC-Marketing, 2012) (Pierre, 2012) 
 
MTU: Like Rolls Royce they have the same advantages of being situated in Europe. Their greatest competitive 
advantage is their large selection of DER repairs allowing them to capture the majority of the aftermarket repair 
work.  This in turn has allowed them to increase their capacity and gain economies of scale seen in their low shop 
visit prices (CHCEC-Marketing, 2012). For example with the increased profits they are able to purchase large 
amounts of inventory with discounts. Also through the increased amount of work they have collected a larger 
amount of used parts that they can sell as overhauled parts and increase their shop visit margins and turnaround 
time (Coslett, 2012). 
 
V2500 vs. CFM56 
The CFM56 turbofan was the first engine on the A320 in the first year of the program until IAE entered with the 
V2500 in the 1989. Originally the price disparity was approximately USD$400k which combined with technical 
problems on the V2500-A1 model, the CFM56 quickly built up a lead. Today there is reasonable price parity 
between the two models and both are reliable efficient engines. However the CFM56 has enjoyed the majority of 
market share from the start and still does today with use in nearly 60 percent of all A320 aircraft in service or on 
order (Aviation Today, 2005) (CFMPress, 2012). 
9.7.3.3 MRO SERVICES 
The following is expected and required by customers of engine centres in the MRO Industry: 
 
Quality is expected in the MRO industry where poor work or mistakes may cost you in contract penalties. Worst 
case you will lose your customer and the reputational damage will result in more lost clients, both current and 
potential. Also with the aviation regulations to keep airline passengers safe there is no room for mistakes. Without 
excellent quality repair work an engine centre cannot operate in the MRO industry. (Pierre, 2012) (Smith, 2012) 
 
Customers before purchasing an engine will first look at who they will be receiving their MRO work from and the 
quality of their customer support as they may be required to work with them for 20 years over the life of the 
engine. A successful engine centre will be part of a network with engine manufacturers that will pass on work to 
them from sales. (Naniov, 2012) (UBM Aviation, 2009) 
 
The customers will then look to the price of the shop visit. First the transport costs and transport times for the 
engine is considered, which for the CHCEC makes it hard to compete in the European market where many engine 
centres are located. The cost to ship an engine from Europe to New Zealand can cost upwards of $100k not 
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including the extra shipping time forcing the plane to be grounded longer where it is not earning money. Engine 
centres need to be located in the same region as their customers or at least closer than competitors. (CHCEC-
Marketing, 2012) Due to being located in New Zealand CHCEC receives Jet Star Pacific engines and most of the 
work available in Australasia. This is partially due to no other engine centers in the V2500 market operating in this 
region making it cheaper for these customers to ship their engines here while also enjoying a faster turnaround 
time. (Pierre, 2012) (Naniov, 2012) 
 
After the shipping considerations the not to exceed (NTE) price for the requested maintenance work scope is used 
to decide who will be receiving the engine. The MRO industry is very competitive on price and often low NTE prices 
will be offset with exclusions in the contract. Successful engine centres are able to negotiate NTE prices, exclusions 
and TAT with the customer by using their reputation or relationship to leverage better deals in their favor. (Brown, 
2012) 
 
In order for engine centres to sustainably reduce the NTE they have to increase their repair efficiencies through 
using trained staff that can do the job quickly and right the first time reducing time and material waste. Out 
sourcing repairs to vendors removes in house repair work and the associated profits. Where repairs are feasible to 
be brought in house after considerations such as capital, labor and utilization, the advantages seen will include 
profits from the repairs, shipping costs to vendors removed, no repair delays from waiting for shipped parts 
increasing overall shop visit TAT, and full control over repair work on the parts so only the repairs required are 
carried out on the part. These factors decrease the cost of doing the job and allow the engine centre to maintain or 
increase their profit margins while reducing the NTE price and attracting more customers. (Coslett, 2012) (Naniov, 
2012) 
 
The customers of CHCEC include but are not limited to: 
 Indigo Airways 
 Jet star 
 Lion air 
 Tiger Airways 
 United Airlines 
 Delta Airlines 
 Air New Zealand (CHCEC-Customer Manuals, 2012) 
Delta Airlines with a large fleet and as one of CHCEC’s major clients has the power to demand lower prices or will 
take their business to competitors. Since Delta are very cost driven they are willing to accept aftermarket PMA 
parts and DER repairs to save on shop visit costs. Therefore CHCEC would like to expand their DER repair library to 
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9.7.3.4 LEADERS IN THE MRO INDUSTRY 
Currently the CHCEC is leading on the IAE KPI matrix making them top of the list for FHA engine handouts and as a 
result receive more FHA engines. The measured KPI’s are shown in table 14 below. (Coslett, 2012) 
TABLE 14 IAE KPI MEASURES FOR FHA ENGINE HANDOUTS 
Schedule Engine Performance Quality Financial 
 Engine TAT 
o Heavy work scope 
o Light work scope 
 Induction Time 
 Operational 
Performance of the 
repaired Engine 
 
 Test Rejects 
 Escapes 
 Invoice Disputes 
 Shop Visit Cost 
 Average Return 
 
By being the top engine centre based on these KPI’s it can be said that the CHCEC carries out its repairs efficiently 
and to a high standard. MTU however has the largest customer base, the largest suite of repairs and is the leader 
in the aftermarket services with DER repairs. The key to their success has been in the identification of engines 
entering the later phases of their lifecycle and having the DER repairs waiting. Leaders also gain competitive 
advantage through source approved repairs which can set the engine centre apart. (Pierre, 2012) 
MTU may not have the best KPI’s but they do have a very good marketing and sales team that is effective at 
getting engines for them. This highlights that is not necessarily all about being the best at doing the job but having 
satisfied customers through an effective sales and marketing team that can find new customers, build strong 
customer relations and retain them. (Pierre, 2012) (Coslett, 2012) 
Networks and partnerships are therefore utilized by the industry leaders for suppliers, vendors, customers and 
sharing investment risk. CHCEC as a joint venture with Pratt and Whitney and ANZ have access to the global service 
partner’s network which has MRO centres, vendors and suppliers located around the world. The partnership with 
ANZ also directs more engines to CHCEC and access to their repair capabilities. MRO leaders must have a network 
that supports their missing capabilities and also have access to these capabilities for use to gain competitive 
advantage over their competitors. (Coslett, 2012) 
9.7.3.5 MRO INDUSTRY TRENDS 
The following section identifies the emerging issues and trends and summarizes them by the effect it will have on 
CHCEC. 
Since production of the first models of the V2500, IAE has brought out modifications to engine/parts design and 
new models. This has enabled the engines to stay on wing longer before needing to come off for maintenance. This 
in turn has created less work for the engine centres as sales growth has not matched the increase in flight hours 
the engine can do. This decreases the reliability that CHCEC can have on a single product line for income. (Pierre, 
2012) (Naniov, 2012) 
A development that could have a large affect on the aftermarket sector is IAE bringing out ‘V2500 shops’ in the 
near future. This would be an effort to control the aftermarket through offering rebates on new parts if an engine 
shop visit does not use any PMA parts and DER repairs. This decreases the savings from using PMA parts and DER 
repairs increasing the likelihood customers will buy new parts and de-incentivizes engine centres to invest in the 
development of the DER repairs. MTU will be impacted from this as they have a large library of DER repairs. When 
customers choose to buy new parts instead of use the DER repair, MTU will lose the repair profits it could have 
made. (Coslett, 2012) 
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There is the continuing cycle of engines coming off FHA agreements leaving them open them for engine centres to 
approach and sign on for their future maintenance work. There is a limited period of time before the engines are 
locked up in another agreement. 
The demand for the V2500 has increased since 1989 with the delivery rate growing shown in table 15, and in 2012 
the 5000th V2500 was delivered. (IAE-History, 2012) 
TABLE 15 V2500 DELIVERIES FROM 1989 TO 2011 (IAE-HISTORY, 2012) 
Time Frame Engines Delivered per 
Annum 
Increase in Deliveries 
From Previous Time 
Frame Rate (%) 
1989-1997 125 - 
1997-2002 200 60  
2002-2006 250  26 
2006-2011 400 60 
 
The use of the V2500 industry is mainly determined by Airbus as other applications of the V2500 with the MD-90 
are very small in comparison. For the V2500’s A320 family there have been 8628 ordered in 2012 (73% of all Airbus 
orders), 5307 delivered, and 5146 currently in operation. This trend indicates that the V2500 will certainly be in 
use for at least the next decade as the production life of an A320 is at least 10 years. However the airbus order 
backlog shown in figure 13 suggests a greater period of use than 10 years. 
 
FIGURE 13 AIRBUS ORDER BACKLOG BY REGION (AIRBUS-MARKETFORECAST, 2012) 
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Further support for the growth trend and utilization of the V2500 is shown in Airbus’s global market forecast which 
is for a 109% increase in the passenger aircraft fleet from 15,560 in 2011 to 32,550 in 2031 as depicted in figure 14 
below. (Airbus-MarketForecast, 2012) 
 
FIGURE 14 AIRBUS GLOBAL FORECAST OF DEMAND FOR PASSENGER AIRCRAFT (AIRBUS-MARKETFORECAST, 2012) 
The 20 year demand is for 28,200 new aircraft of which 19,520 (69%) is the A320. The future for A320 and the 
V2500 look promising as long as the IAE V2500 does not lose market share to the CFM56. (Kingsley-Jones, 2010) 
(Airbus-Orders, 2012) (Airbus-AircraftOrders, 2012) (Airbus-MarketForecast, 2012) 
By 2018 approximately 48% (figure 15) of the air transport fleet will be represented by Airbus and Boeings A320 
and 737 respectively. Together they have locked in 50% of those single-aisle customers with integrated MRO 
contracts leveraging their networks to increase competitiveness. 
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FIGURE 15 GLOBAL AIR TRANSPORT FLEET COMPOSITION IN 2017 (STEWART, 2008) 
 
The growth trend in deliveries of the V2500 and use on the A320 indicate a strong next 10-30 years as the engine 
can require repair work for over 20 years. Another strong indicator of the V2500’s continuing service is that IAE the 
OEM for the V2500 has extended their collaboration agreement to 2045. (IAE-History, 2012) 
The drivers for the increase in passenger aircraft and the V2500 are coming from the emerging nations adding to 
the air traffic growth rate (figure 16). The large Airbus order forecasts are supported by the predicted annual traffic 
growth doubling in the next 15 years (figure 17). 
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FIGURE 16 EMERGING NATIONS DRIVING AIR TRAFFIC GROWTH (AIRBUS-MARKETFORECAST, 2012) 
 
 
FIGURE 17 AIR TRAVEL REMAINS A GROWTH MARKET (AIRBUS-MARKETFORECAST, 2012) 
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Competitors of the V2500 are aware of the trends explained above and are looking to Asia for new customers. The 
expected world traffic breakdown for 2031 in figure 18 below, demonstrates we are just beginning to see the shift 
towards the future make-up of the airline industry. Competitor MTU has an engine centre in Zhuhai China which 
has recently doubled its MRO capacity making it the largest provider of maintenance services for commercial 
engines in China. (Rienth, 2012) The CFM56 is also in the emerging Chinese market powering the 33 A320 aircraft 
in the Spring Airline fleet. (CFMPress, 2012) (Airbus-MarketForecast, 2012) 
 
FIGURE 18 ASIA-PACIFIC AIRLINES TO LEAD IN WORLD TRAFFIC BY 2031 (AIRBUS-MARKETFORECAST, 2012) 
Environmental trends and issues include the challenge of sustainable development while supporting the 4.7% air 
traffic growth. Europe’s Flight path 2050 officially supports the ATAG target of reaching carbon-neutral growth in 
2020 and reducing aviation’s overall CO2 emissions by half between 2005 and 2050. The current and future issues 
include reducing noise, increasing air quality which is tied to reducing emissions and looking to alternative fuels. 
For the MRO industry the environmental issues they may need to address in the near future could include run-off 
from chemicals used for cleaning or plating, non-toxic or less toxic substitutes for chemicals and reducing jet fuel 
consumption used for testing (EASA-Environment, 2012) (Coslett, 2012). 
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Positive Trends 
 V2500 sales increasing and orders backlogged for near future. 
 Airbus A320 sales increasing driving V2500 sales for near and long term future. Along with the Airbus sales 
they may lock in customers with exclusive maintenance contracts guaranteeing work for CHCEC. 
 Air traffic increasing around the world and more specifically for CHCEC the Asia-Pacific Region becoming 
the world leader in Air Traffic (driving Airbus Sales). So future MRO repair work will increase in this region. 
 With more engines in service there will be more engines with OEM warranties/FHAs expiring creating 
more opportunities for CHCEC to capture new customers. This is also linked to more engines available for 
use with DER repairs growing the aftermarket sector. 
 Environmental considerations and regulations are helping to drive IAE to develop more fuel efficient 
engines to reduce emissions which also reduces fuel costs. This gives the IAE and associated companies a 
“greener” image, increase the attractiveness of the V2500 to customers increasing sales and help with 
sustainable development of air traffic growth. 
 The IAE collaboration agreement has been extended to 2045 and therefore production of the V2500 
should be expected to continue a long time past the near future.  
 
Negative Trends 
 Possibility of CFM56 sales taking market share away from V2500 on Airbus A320’s. 
 Competitors capturing large market shares in emerging countries like China, for example MTU opening an 
engine centre in ZhuHai China and recently doubling its capacity. 
 Engine part modifications and new models for the V2500 increase on wing time and periods between 
shop visits for CHCEC. 
 CHCEC may face unsustainable growth with a shortage of skilled and experienced workers on the V2500 
repair line in the near future with redundancies being made now and only a small pool of aviation workers 
to choose from in New Zealand. 
 The Boeing 737, competitor of the Airbus A320 also has a forecasted increase in sales to almost match 
Airbus. There is the risk that with more Boeing sales less V2500 engines will be sold and therefore less 
repair work for CHCEC as the 737 does not use V2500 engines. 
 Environmental issues around the toxic chemicals used by CHCEC may see costs rise to comply with 
government regulations. 
  
9.7.4 SUMMARY OF RESEARCH 
The purpose of this review was to analyze the MRO industry to outline the drivers for ESV NTE price reduction and 
identify opportunities to allow the reduction in ESV price for customers while maintaining or increasing returns. 
The following section summarizes the research in response to the research objective. 
9.7.4.1 ESV NTE PRICE REDUCTION DRIVERS 
 Customers demanding lower prices and more specifically for CHCEC, DELTA Airlines. 
 CHCEC offering competitive prices compared to competitors to bid for engines. 
9.7.4.2 OPPORTUNITIES 
 Aftermarket Repairs  
a. Start development of DER repairs to enter the aftermarket repair sector and start catching up to 
competitor MTU. 
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b. Develop a library of aftermarket services at the CHCEC that Sales and Marketing can attract 
customers with  
c.  Develop aftermarket repairs that CHCEC can use on engines to reduce repair costs for customers 
and maintain/increase CHCEC repairs. 
 The aftermarket is growing from the engines coming into the management phase and the increasing 
number of engines entering into service to continue this trend. This shows the growing number of engines 
on the market that CHCEC could use DER repairs on. 
 Maintain/Increase FHA KPI’s to remain ahead of competitors and secure more future FHA maintenance 
work through having a higher IAE ranking.  
a. Repair Process Efficiency – increasing repair efficiency through doing the job quickly and 
correctly, reducing labor time and material waste.  
b. OEM repair work – add necessary Engine Manual repairs and develop source approved repairs to 
gain competitive advantage over competitors. 
 Bring external repairs in house – this removes shipping costs and shipping time. Keeps repairs profits in 
house and control over the repair process so only the required work is completed and to a known quality 
level. 
 RFS Material – With the growth in the number of engines on the market the amount of RFS material 
available is also increasing. Overhauling RFS material is a potential revenue stream that can be used to 
increase the profits of an ESV while also reducing the overall TAT. 
9.7.5 EVALUATION OF REVIEW 
 The competitor analysis was carried out to identify existing solutions CHCEC could you use. 
 MRO industry information and market trend data were relevant to CHCEC’s market and up to date. 
 The review broadened its scope to also look at the external factors affecting the MRO industry including 
air traffic growth and aircraft demand. 
 A wider range of sources could make the information more reliable but would require more time to 
investigate. 
 The information from interviews of industry professionals should be treated with caution as their answers 
could be personal opinion or fact. Through risk management any recommendations relying on this 
information can be identified and further research carried out if required. The advantage of interviews is 
that they can provide inside information not publicly available and provide direct links and contacts in the 
industry to obtain the most up to date information. 
 Relevant literature for investigating the CHCEC problem had to include information that involved 
projections as this is required to produce a business case. Therefore reliable sources that base their 
projections on past data and trends were used where possible. 
 The MRO industry is continually changing, requiring continual validating and updating of trend 
information along with the actions of customers and competitors. This will change the recommended 
outputs of the review.  
 This review should be taken further and a project formed as specific areas for investigation have been 
identified that could aid in solving CHCEC’s issue. 
 Helping to solve this problem could keep CHCEC from going out of business due to the profit margins 
disappearing. The recommendations could also make CHCEC more competitive at winning engines, saving 
customers money and increasing CHCEC return. 
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9.7.6 CONCLUSIONS 
 To ensure the continuing supply of regular FHA work to CHCEC the IAE KPI’s should be maintained and 
improved to stay at the top of the list. 
 CHCEC can develop DER repairs to capture the post FHA engines and increase their market size.   
 Bringing external repairs in house would result in CHCEC receiving the repair profits instead of their 
competitors along with cutting out shipping costs. This also has the benefits of increased control over the 
repair processes and TAT. 
 Scrapped materials overhaul is another opportunity to reduce shop visit costs and increase profits. This 
involves repairing scrap parts and selling to the customer at a margin. 
9.7.7 RECOMMENDATIONS 
To aid in solving CHCEC’s issue there is a strong case for pursuing the investigation of the following areas: 
 Improving the FHA KPI’s along with identifying other OEM repairs which can save customers more parts 
and give CHCEC repair profits. 
 Identifying DER repairs to implement through a historical repair data analysis to find trends in common 
distress modes on the same part.  
 Identifying repairs that are currently done by external vendors and could be brought in house.  
 Opportunities for RFS material to overhaul should be looked into including which DER repairs could be 
used on the RFS material.  
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9.8 REFLECTIVE SUMMARY 
9.8.1 LESSONS LEARNED 
The following is a summary of the lessons learnt while working at the CHCEC completing my MEM project. 
 Valuable industry experience working in a commercial aviation environment which highlighted: 
o High safety standards that the business must comply with. 
 U.S. and N.Z. regulations/legislation and differences. 
o Application of continuous improvement/lean thinking in the workplace through the companies 
‘Achieving Competitive Excellence’ philosophy. 
o High security around access to the site, communications and any data. 
 Experience working in a large company (relative to what I have worked in) owned by a large U.S. based 
company and how it was very different than working for a small NZ business.  
 Experience working in a company going through a restructure which was a stressful time for all. 
 There are a lot of activities that take place which need to be taken into account as they have a large impact on 





 Conference Calls 
o Audits and External Reviews 
o Holidays and required staff unavailable both internally and externally 
o Work to meet regulations 
 Safety 
 Export compliance 
 U.S. and N.Z. laws because CHCEC is owned by a U.S. company but is in based in N.Z. 
 Apply the MEM coursework and recognize its use by staff in the workplace. 
 Work with a range of people from different departments and backgrounds.  
 Learn about the engineering roles available in commercial aviation. 
 Get given interesting life lessons/advice from senior engineers. 
Here is a list of future actions motivated by my experiences working at CHCEC on this project: 
 Use this experience to get into a job in the aviation industry such as: 
o Engineering officer in the Air Force. 
o Process Engineer or similar in New Zealand or overseas. 
o With time move into more managerial roles with more responsibility. 
 Continue to develop my engineering skills and knowledge including the aerospace sector. 
 Continue to develop my project management skills and knowledge. 
o From my experience I can better manage myself and my project work and wish to extend that to 
managing bigger projects with other people. 
 Gain overseas experience at some point. 
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9.8.2 CRITICAL REVIEW OF THE PROJECT 
Recommendations were put forward on how to meet the project objective. Only if and when any of the repairs are 
implemented and used will the accuracy of the recommendations be evident. This section follows an after action 
review format. 
9.8.2.1 WHAT WAS PLANNED? 
 Create a business and implementation plan for the CHCEC from a historical data analysis of the 4 areas 
described in section 2.2 Project Scope to meet the project objective in section 2.1. 
 Meet MEM requirements and produce a report. 
 Complete the project and have all the deliverables handed in by the 15
th
 of February. 
o Time was considered to be the biggest issue with a fixed deadline and the work having not been 
done before was hard to assign durations for tasks. 
9.8.2.2 WHAT ACTUALLY OCCURRED? 
 A business plan and implementation plan was created from a a historical data analysis of the 4 areas 
described in section 2.2 Project Scope to meet the project objective in section 2.1. 
 A report was produced to meet the MEM requirements. 
 The deliverables were finished and handed in on time. 
 It was found that some tasks were under scoped and more time had to be put into the project to meet 
the deadline. Also not enough time was allocated for admin and other work activities such as meetings 
and trainings. 
9.8.2.3 WHAT WENT WELL AND WHY? 
 Keeping track of the project status through progress reports allowed me to identify what needed 
attention and the tasks I should be doing next. The reports also kept all parties up to date with the project 
progress and opened channels for feedback from all parties. 
 Working alongside the process engineers in their office made it possible to get their assistance whenever 
they were available. 
 Using a workbook to keep notes in to allow easy recording of ideas and actions. 
9.8.2.4 WHAT CAN BE IMPROVED AND HOW? 
1. More direction and regular feedback of the work produced throughout the project (at least every 2 weeks 
and at major milestones) to ensure the end product is what is desired by CHCEC. If this is not possible due 
to other business priorities then have someone else who is able to fill in. 
2. Have access to a program that can produce Gantt charts instead of using excel. Get a license for Microsoft 
Project or similar program. 
9.8.2.5 WHAT ARE UPCOMING OPPORTUNITIES TO TEST SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENTS? 
1. Current staff projects and future university students. 
2. Current staff projects and future university students. 
